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ABSTRACT 

 

GOMES, M. H. F. Characterization of the foliar uptake of zinc sources by soybean (Glycine 

max L.). 2021. 103 p. Tese (Doutorado em Ciências) – Centro de Energia Nuclear na 

Agricultura, Universidade de São Paulo, Piracicaba, 2021. 

 

Zinc (Zn) is an essential element for plant, animal and human nutrition. Around the world, ca. 

800,000 children under 5 years die annually due to a Zn-deficient diet. The application of zinc 

in crops can be performed on plant leaves or in the soil, however, the low use-efficiency is 

remarkable. This study aims to understand and characterize the absorption, transport and 

metabolization of Zn when applied on soybean leaves by the most common fertilizers used by 

worldwide, i.e. inorganic salts, complexes/chelates, and concentrated suspensions, as well as 

evaluate possibility of the employment of new technologies, such as nanoparticles and cellulose 

microspheres. X-ray fluorescence (XRF) and X-ray absorption (XANES) spectroscopy were 

employed to perform in vivo analysis on soybean plants together with greenhouse trials. The 

absorption and transport of Zn depended on the type of Zn source. Zinc from ZnSO4 was 

absorbed and transported faster than ZnO commercial suspension, while Zn applied as Zn-

phosphite was transported faster than Zn-EDTA. The XANES analysis demonstrated that Zn 

from ZnSO4 and Zn phosphite was transported bound with organic acids such as malate and 

citrate. Conversely, Zn supplied by Zn-EDTA was transported in its pristine form. In a short-

term experiment, i.e. few days, cellulose microspheres were able to reduce the toxicity caused 

by ZnSO4 salts and increase Zn transport trough leaf petiole. However, under longer evaluation, 

i.e. a couple of weeks, the root application of ZnSO4 increased by 42% the Zn accumulation in 

soybean plants compared to the control (low Zn supply). Additionally, root uptake mechanism 

under hydroponics was more efficient than the foliar application of ZnSO4, ZnO nanoparticles 

and ZnSO4 + cellulose microspheres. The foliar and root application of Zn did not affect the 

activity of ezymes related to the metabolism of reactive oxygen species. Understanding the 

mechanisms ruling the foliar absorption and metabolization of nutrients is fundamental for the 

development of the next generation of fertilizers. Therefore, more studies on this subject are 

necessary. 

 

Keywords: Zn. Foliar fertilization. X-Ray Fluorescence Spectroscopy (XRF). X-Ray 

Absorption Near Edge Spectroscopy (XANES). Cellulose microbeads. Nanoparticles.  
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RESUMO 

 

GOMES, M. H. F. Caracterização da absorção foliar de fontes de zinco pela cultura da 

soja (Glycine max L.). 2021. 103 p. Tese (Doutorado em Ciências) – Centro de Energia Nuclear 

na Agricultura, Universidade de São Paulo, Piracicaba, 2021. 
 

O zinco (Zn) é um elemento essencial para a nutrição vegetal, animal e humana. Em todo o 

mundo, aproximadamente 800.000 crianças menores de 5 anos morrem anualmente devido a 

deficiência de Zn em suas dietas. A aplicação de Zn nas lavouras pode ser realizada nas folhas 

ou no solo, porém, é notável a baixa eficiência de sua utilização. Este estudo buscou caracterizar 

e entender a absorção, transporte e metabolização de Zn quando aplicado em folhas de soja 

pelas fontes de fertilizantes mais utilizadas mundialmente, i.e. sais inorgânicos, 

complexos/quelatos e suspensões concentradas, bem como avaliar a possibilidade de utilização 

de novas tecnologias, tais como nanopartículas e microesferas de celulose. As espectrometrias 

de fluorescência (XRF) e absorção de raios X (XANES) foram empregadas na realização de 

análises in vivo, juntamente com ensaios em casa de vegetação. A absorção e transporte de Zn 

foram dependentes da fonte aplicada. O Zn aplicado como ZnSO4 foi mais rapidamente 

absorvido e transportado do que aquele provindo de suspensão concentrada comercial, ao passo 

que o Zn aplicado como fosfito de Zn foi transportado mais rápido quando comparado ao Zn-

EDTA. A ferramenta XANES demonstrou que o Zn aplicado como ZnSO4 e fosfito de Zn foi 

transportado ligado a ácidos orgânicos, como malato e citrato, por outro lado, o Zn advindo do 

Zn-EDTA permaneceu em sua forma primitiva. Em um curto período, i.e. alguns dias, as 

microesferas de celulose foram capazes de reduzir a toxicidade causada pelo ZnSO4 e aumentar 

o transporte de Zn no pecíolo das folhas. Contudo, em avaliações mais longas, i.e. na escala de 

semanas, a aplicação de ZnSO4 na raiz aumentou em 42% o acúmulo de Zn nas plantas de soja 

em relação ao controle (baixo suprimento de Zn). A capacidade de transferência de Zn pela via 

radicular, em solução nutritiva, também foi maior do que aquela oferecida pela aplicação foliar 

de ZnSO4, nanopartículas de ZnO e ZnSO4 + microesferas de celulose. A aplicação foliar e 

radicular de Zn não afetou o a atividade das enzimas do sistema antioxidante. Compreender os 

mecanismos que regem a absorção foliar e a metabolização de nutrientes é fundamental para o 

desenvolvimento da próxima geração de fertilizantes, portanto mais estudos nesta temática são 

necessários. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

 

Due to the high protein content, soybean [Glycine max (L.) Merrill] is an important crop 

for the global agricultural and food industry. Soybean is the legume with the highest amino acid 

score and closest to the standard set by the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) and 

World Health Organization.1 Besides the nutritional value provided by its energy and protein 

content, the main advantage of soybean for human health is the high level of isoflavones which 

is several orders of magnitude higher than that found in other commercial legumes. These 

isoflavones can prevent cancer and work as antioxidants for vitamins regeneration.1 Currently, 

Brazil occupies the spot of biggest soybean grower and exporter, cultivating a land size of  

38,5 million hectares and exporting approximately 85 million ton in 2021.2  

Zinc is an essential element for plant, animal and human nutrition. It is estimated that 

about 10% of all the proteins in the human body, are Zn-dependent.3; 4 Therefore, clinical or 

subclinical Zn deficiency is associated with a wide range of physiological issues, especially in 

developing countries.5 Around the world, ca. 800,000 children under 5 years die annually due 

to a Zn-deficient diet.6 In plant metabolism, Zn is involved in several processes like 

maintenance of the cell membrane integrity, metabolism of carbohydrates, synthesis of protein 

and growth hormone.7 However, the availability of Zn in most cultivated soils is low. A survey 

sampling performed on Brazilian agricultural areas revealed that approximately 35% of the 

soils were Zn deficient.8  

The application of zinc in soybean crops is a well-established practice, being performed 

on plant leaves or in the soil, alone or together with NPK fertilizers.9 However, the low use-

efficiency of micronutrients agriculture is remarkable. According to Cunha et al.,10 between 

2009 and 2012, Brazilian agriculture applied 2.7 times the amount of Zn exported by crops. 

Increasing the efficiency of fertilizer is fundamental, not only from an economic perspective, 

but also from an environmental one. 

Zinc can be sprayed on plant leaves as inorganic compounds, for example oxides, 

carbonates, sulfates, chlorides, nitrates, phosphites, synthetic chelates, e.g. ethylenediamine 

tetra-acetic acid (EDTA), and organic complexes.11 The Zn absorption by plant leaves is 

directly influenced by physical-chemical characteristics of the source employed,  

such as solubility in water.12 The soluble sources present faster absorption rates compared to 

the low solubility ones. However, since plant-nutrient demand is not linear, the  

employment of these regular sources can cause phytotoxicity by nutrient excess  

deposited on plant leaves or deficiency due to the low availability. Hence, one needs  
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to seek the development of Zn sources whose profile of release matches the plant needs.  

This is an alternative to improve nutrient use-efficiency and crops yields with low 

environmental impact. 

 

1.1 Hypothesis 

I. The Zn absorption and transport kinetics by soybean leaves change according to the 

fertilizer employed; 

II. Zinc metabolization form varies according to the source applied on the leaves; 

III. New sources such as nanoparticles and microcapsules can be used to supply Zn to 

soybean leaves more efficiently than the common sources used worldwide. 

 

1.2 Objectives 

The general objective of the thesis is to evaluate the absorption, transport and 

metabolization of Zn by soybean leaves when applied by the main used fertilizers worldwide 

and to develop new sources which are able to supply Zn for leaves more efficiently. 

In the second chapter it was characterized the Zn foliar absorption and transport kinetics, 

as well as the metabolized form when applied by an inorganic salt (sulphate) and a concentrated 

suspension fertilizer (ZnO 480 nm). 

The third chapter shows the evaluation of Zn foliar absorption, transport and metabolism 

by soybean leaves when applied by a chelated (Zn-EDTA) and a complexed (Zn-Phosphite) 

source. 

The fourth chapter shows the development and characterization of a microsphere 

containing ZnSO4 followed by the evaluation of Zn foliar absorption and transport when 

supplied by this new source and ZnO nanoparticles. 

 

1.3 Structure of the thesis 

This thesis comprises an introductory text (chapter 1) followed by three chapters. 

Chapters 2 & 3 were already published by a peer reviewed journal. The original texts were 

adapted to comply with institutional format requirements.  

Chapter 2: GOMES, M. H. F. et al. In vivo evaluation of Zn foliar uptake and transport 

in soybean using X-ray absorption and fluorescence spectroscopy. Journal of Agricultural 

and Food Chemistry, v. 67, n. 44, p. 12172-12181, 2019. 
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Chapter 3: GOMES, M. H. F. et al. Foliar application of Zn phosphite and Zn EDTA in 

soybean (Glycine max (L.) Merrill): In vivo investigations of transport, chemical speciation, 

and leaf surface changes. Journal of Soil Science and Plant Nutrition, v. 20, p. 2731-2739, 

2020.  

Chapter 4: GOMES, M. H. F. et al. Soybean Zn absorption and development with 

nanoparticle and bead fertilizers. To be published. 
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2 IN VIVO EVALUATION OF Zn FOLIAR UPTAKE AND TRANSPORT IN 

SOYBEAN USING X‐RAY ABSORPTION AND FLUORESCENCE 

SPECTROSCOPY1 

 

Abstract 

Understanding the mechanisms of absorption and transport of foliar nutrition is a key step 

towards the development of advanced fertilization methods. This study employed X-ray 

fluorescence (XRF) and X-ray absorption near edge spectroscopy (XANES) to trace the in vivo 

absorption and transport of ZnO and ZnSO4(aq) to soybean leaves (Glycine max). XRF maps 

monitored over 48 h showed a shape change of the dried ZnSO4(aq) droplet, indicating Zn2+ 

absorption. Conversely, these maps did not show short movement of Zn from ZnO. XRF 

measurements on petioles of leaves that received Zn2+ treatments clarified that the Zn 

absorption and transport in the form of ZnSO4(aq) was faster that of ZnO. Solubility was the 

major factor driving ZnSO4(aq) absorption. XANES speciation showed that in planta Zn is 

transported coordinated with organic acids. Because plants demand Zn during their entire 

lifecycle, the utilization of sources with different solubilities can increase Zn use efficiency. 

 

Keywords:  zinc; foliar absorption; nutrient uptake; suspension; XRF; XANES 

 

2.1 Introduction 

Foliar fertilization is an important tool for the sustainable and productive management 

of crops. This approach is useful to supply nutrients to plants when soil conditions limit their 

availability to roots, as for example in the case of micronutrients under high pH conditions.1 

Additionally, foliar fertilization reduces application costs and nutrient losses that occur by 

adsorption and leaching, which are far more likely to occur through soil fertilization.2 Foliar 

fertilization is also employed to elicit a quick response to correct a nutritional deficiency. 

Specific nutrients with lower mobility such as boron and zinc are often used complementing 

 

1 Reprinted (adapted) with permission from {GOMES, M. H. F. et al. In vivo evaluation of Zn foliar 

uptake and transport in soybean using X-ray absorption and fluorescence spectroscopy. Journal of 

Agricultural and Food Chemistry, v. 67, n. 44, p. 12172-12181, 2019}. Copyright {2019} American 

Chemical Society. 
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soil fertilization.3 For instance, foliar fertilization of these nutrients during the “prebloom” stage 

of apples, resulted in very high crop yields.4  

Nearly 10% of all proteins in the human body are Zn-dependent.5 Zinc deficiency, along 

with other micronutrients especially in developing countries, is responsible for great economic 

losses and has a considerable effect on the gross domestic product by decreasing productivity 

and increasing the health care costs.6; 7 Nearly 50% of world soils used for cereal production 

contain low levels of Zn, which reduces not only grain yield but also overall nutritional grain 

quality.8 According to Brazilian agricultural practices, when concentrations of Zn in the soil are 

below 0.5 mg Zn kg-1 it’s availability is considered low,9 and therefore Zn has to be supplied 

as fertilizer.  

Foliar Zn application is more effective at increasing grain Zn concentration than soil 

supply, and thus, this approach has become an important tool for grain biofortification.10 

Many forms of Zn foliar fertilizers have been used, they can be applied as aqueous 

solutions of salts (ZnSO4, ZnCl2 or Zn(NO3)2), as chelates (Zn-EDTA), or as suspensions of 

finely ground minerals (e.g oxides and carbonates).11 Although the soluble inorganic salt grants 

rapid absorption due to the fully availability of the nutrients, at high concentrations their field 

application may easily cause phytotoxicity in sprayed leaves and other organs.12 On the other 

hand, low solubility sources, such as ZnO and ZnCO3, even at high dosage did not demonstrate 

good leaf uptake results.13; 14 

Once deposited on the leaf surface Zn2+ has to penetrate the cuticle or enter through the 

stomatal cavity, traverses the inner cells via apoplastic or symplastic pathways and then be 

loaded into the foliar vascular system.1; 15 Du et al.16 employed X-ray fluorescence 

microanalysis to investigate the movement of Zn in detached tomato and citrus leaves that were 

exposed for 24 h to Zn. They observed that once the Zn had moved through the leaf, three 

crucial processes were important for the subsequent redistribution of Zn within the leaf: (1) the 

redistribution of Zn within the interveinal tissues themselves, (2) the movement of Zn from the 

interveinal tissues into the adjacent lower-order veins, and (3) the movement of Zn into the 

higher-order veins for its subsequent redistribution through the leaf.16 Accordingly, a more 

recent study on soybean and tomato showed also a rapid accumulation of Zn in leaf veins, 

observable as soon as of six hours after dripping a ZnSO4 solution on the leaf surface.17 

Nevertheless, the penetration mechanisms of hydrophilic polar solutes through the 

cuticle, the overall contribution of the stomatal pathway and the movement of newly  

absorbed Zn into the vascular system and its subsequent transport to the phloem are not fully 

understood yet.1; 13; 18 Therefore, the comprehension of penetration mechanisms as well as the 
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nutrient transport, via foliar-applied nutrients, is crucial to the optimization of high performance 

fertilizers with better absorption rates and lower losses to the environment.  

The properties of low solubility Zn sources, such as ZnO or ZnCO3, can be explored to 

yield slow release fertilizers. Assuming that small particles, in the nanometer size range, can be 

entirely absorbed by plants, then can be slowly dissolved inside the bundles or cells. It would 

enable supplying higher loads of micronutrients while avoiding phytotoxicity. Same result 

would be achieved with nanoparticles sticking on the outside of leaves and slowly releasing 

ions that would be eventually absorbed through foliar feeding. These approaches can reduce 

both the costs of fertilizer application and losses due to leaching or strong adsorption of ions 

into soil colloidal particles. 

X-ray fluorescence (XRF) spectroscopy is a well-known technique for qualitative and 

quantitative elemental evaluation. Unlike other techniques such as laser-induced breakdown 

spectroscopy (LIBS), atomic absorption spectroscopy (AAS), and inductively coupled plasma 

optical emission spectrometry (ICP OES), which are destructive, XRF allows the analysis of 

living materials.19 It means that absorption and transport phenomena can be traced while they 

are happening. Assuming that plants have defense responses induced by stress conditions,20 

harvesting and sample processing (e.g., drying and grinding) can induce changes in plant 

metabolism and consequently distance the results obtained by the regular techniques from the 

field conditions. In this scenario, the XRF technique becomes an interesting tool to analyze 

plants metabolism in vivo. 

 Therefore, the goal of the present study was to explore foliar absorption and short 

distance transport from high and low solubility Zn sources, such as ZnSO4 and ZnO, 

respectively. Soybean (Glycine max (L.) Merrill) was chosen as model plant species due to its 

economic importance. The differential of our study from previously X-ray based studies is the 

use of X-ray fluorescence (XRF) and X-ray absorption near edge spectroscopy (XANES) on 

whole plants rather than on detached leaves. 

 

2.2 Materials and methods 

The plants were grown in greenhouse in vermiculite watered daily with deionized water 

until the V3 phenological stage was reached. Then, they were assembled in a sample holder and 

received the foliar application of the fertilizers. Immediately after the application, the plants 

were transferred to a growth room at 27 ºC, air relative humidity of 80% and photoperiod of 

12 h under 6500 K LED lamps illumination supplying 250 µmol photons m-2 s-1.  
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The treatments consisted of aqueous solution of ZnSO4.7H2O (Merck, Germany) and a 

ZnO aqueous dispersion (YARA, NO). The solutions and dispersions were prepared using 

deionized water. The concentrations employed and described below are presented as weight of 

Zn per volume of water.  

Treatments were characterized by measuring the pH, contact angle on the leaf surface 

and droplet drying time. For the ZnO source we also registered X-ray diffraction pattern, 

scanning electron microscopy images, measured the fraction of soluble Zn and the 

hydrodynamic diameter by means of dynamic light scattering.  

 

2.2.1 Characterization of ZnO suspension and ZnSO4(aq) solution 

2.2.1.1 pH 

The pH was determined using a pH meter (TEC-2, TECNAL, BRA). The fertilizers 

were transferred to 50 mL beckers and diluted up to 2,300 mg L-1 using deionized water. Then, 

the measurements were performed introducing the equipment electrode directly on the fertilizer 

suspension/solution.  

 

2.2.1.2 Contact angle 

The contact angle was measured to determine the contact surface between the fertilizer 

and the leaves, which influence directly the interaction between them and consequently the 

foliar uptake of nutrients. 

It was performed on the University of São Carlos in Sorocaba - SP using a 

Goniometer/Tensiometer (Model 500 Advanced, Ramé-hart, USA, Figure 1 (A)). For analysis, 

5 µl droplets of each fertilizer at 2,300 mg L-1 of Zn was applied up to the abaxial face of the 

leaf and elapsed one minute for stabilization (Figure 1 (B)), it was performed the measurements 

in triplicate. The results were analyzed on the DROP image Advanced software. 
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Figure 1 - (A) Ramé-hart Model 500 Advanced Goniometer/Tensiometer equipment; (B) Set up of the 

droplet for analysis; (C) Images of the ZnSO4 and ZnO droplets dripped on the abaxial face of a soybean 

leaf 
 

 

 

2.2.1.3 Droplet drying time  

The drying time was determined taking pictures of droplets of the fertilizers applied on 

the abaxial face of a leaf each two minutes. Each droplet had 5 µl and 2.300 mg L-1 of Zinc. 

The pictures were taken by a D3100 Nikon camera with a 18-55 mm lengths. 

 

2.2.1.4 X-ray diffraction spectroscopy   

Aiming at determining the crystallite size of the ZnO tested, it was performed XRD 

analysis (PW3710, PHILLIPS, NL). The instrumental broadening was subtracted. These sizes 

were determined using the Scherrer equation (Equation 1). 

 

D (nm) = 
Kλ

β cosθ
                                                                    (1) 

 

D, crystallite size in nanometers 

K, Scherrer constant (0.94 for spherical crystals with cubic symmetry); 

λ, wavelength of light used for the diffraction (0.154184 nm to Cu); 

β, FWHM (full width at half maximum) of the peak; 

θ, angle measured. 
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2.2.1.5 Scanning electron microscopy 

The scanning electron microscope images were taken on the Structural Characterization 

Laboratory of the University of São Carlos in São Carlos - SP. The fertilizer was dripped 

directly on an aluminum foil assembled on a sample holder and dried in air for 24 h. The 

readings were performed on the Magellan 400 L (EDAX Ametek, USA) facility.  

 

2.2.1.6 Solubility 

The partial of soluble Zn in the fertilizer was determined analyzing its concentration in 

the original fertilizer with and without centrifugation by XRF technique using thin film method. 

The fertilizer was transferred to two plastic vials of 1 mL, centrifuging one of them for one hour 

at 1.300 rotations per minute on a centrifuge machine (Mikro 120, Hettich Instruments). Then, 

950 µL of each sample was transferred to other vials adding 50 uL of the 1,003 mg Ga L-1 

internal standard (1:10 dilution from Aldrich 10,030 mg Ga L-1). Fifteen mL of the final 

solutions were dripped up to a 6.3 mm window XRF cuvette (no. 3577 - Spex Ind. Inc., USA) 

sealed with 5 µm thick PP film (no. 3520 - Spex Ind. Inc., USA), and then analyzed on an 

energy dispersive X-ray spectrometry (EDX720, Shimadzu, Japan). Aiming at checking the 

results obtained, the procedure was repeated with ZnSO4(aq). 

 

2.2.1.7 Dynamic light scattering 

The DLS analysis was carried out on the Nanotechnology National Laboratory in 

Campinas - SP. The fertilizer was diluted up to 100 mg L-1 and an aliquot of approximately 

30 mL was transferred to a Polystyrene Cuvette (DTS 0012, Malvern Company). Then the 

cuvette was loaded in the Zetasizer Nano Range (MALVERN PANALYTICAL, UK) 

equipment which operated using water as dispersant (viscosity of 0.8872 cP and refractive 

index of 1.33), reading time of 60 seconds and frequency of 398 k counts per second (kcps).  

 

2.2.2 Foliar absorption 

Foliar absorption was monitored by 2D X-ray fluorescence Zn maps around a 0.5 μL 

fertilizer droplet. Plants at the V3 phenological stage was assembled on an acrylic sample holder 

built specifically for this type of analysis (Figure 2 (A)). This facility aims at preserve the plants 

alive during the trial conduction. A ZnSO4(aq) or aqueous dispersed ZnO droplet containing 

2.3 g Zn L-1 was dripped on the top of a vein located on the abaxial face of the leaf (Figure 2 

(B)). Immediately after the application, the plants were transferred to an acrylic chamber 

located inside a growth room aiming at maintain the humidity, photoperiod and temperature 
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stable in 80%, 12 h and 27 ºC, respectively, during the analysis (Figure 2 (D)). Once 1, 12, 24 

and 48 h had elapsed since the fertilizer application, the samples were loaded inside the 

equipment for mapping (Figure 2 (C)).  

 

Figure 2 - (A) Soybean plant assembled on the acrylic sample holder; (B) Dripping of the fertilizers up 

to the vein on the abaxial face a soybean leaf; (C) Soybean plant loaded inside the EDAX Ametek Orbis 

PC µ-XRF equipment; (D) Plants inside the acrylic chamber maintained in high humidity 
 

 

 

The analysis was performed using an Orbis PC EDAX AMETEK benchtop μ-XRF 

unity. We employed a 30 µm X-ray beam to map and area of nearly 0.8 mm2 for the ZnSO4 and 

2.3 mm2 for the ZnO using a matrix of 32 x 25 pixels. The X-ray beam was generated by a Rh 

anode operating at 40 kV and 900 µA, it was focused on the sample with a polycapillary optics. 

To improve the signal to noise ratio, a 25 µm thick Ni primary filter was used. X-ray 

fluorescence photons were detected by a 50 mm2 silicon drift detector with dwell time of 3 s 

per point, the dead time was below 1%. The time to record each map was close to 1 h.  The 

distance between the sample and the source was 10 mm. The limits of detection were calculated 

according to Equation 2.  

Limit of detection
(mg kg

-1
)
 = 

3.3*√
BGmean)

t(s)

S (cps μg-1cm2)*A (g cm-2)
 ,                           (2) 
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The average background counts (BGmean) is the mean background value (cps) under the 

corresponding analyte Kɑ peak of the five randomly X-ray spectras selected in the analyzed 

region, and t (s) is the acquisition time. The sensitivity (S) for Zn was calculated using a Zn 

thin film Micro Matter™ standard (Serial Number 6330) containing 16.16 mg Zn cm-2. The 

superficial density (A) was obtained weighing a piece of soybean leaf with 1 cm2. 

 

2.2.3 In vivo redistribution kinetics 

The redistribution was traced by measuring Zn concentrations on the treated petiole. 

Nearly 0.4 mL of ZnSO4(aq) and ZnO based treatments containing 23 g Zn L-1 were spread on 

all leaf surface using a brush. The measurements were performed 2 mm away from the leaf 

edge using the μ-XRF ORBIS PC (Figure 3), once a day during a week. X-rays were generated 

by a Rh anode operating at 40 kV and 900 μA, using a 1 mm collimator and a 25 µm thick 

primary Ni filter. The X-ray fluorescence photons were detected by a 50 mm2 silicon drift 

detector, the dwell time was 90 seconds and the dead time was smaller than 2%. The distance 

between the sample and the source was 10 mm. The Zn-Kα net counts and the Compton peak 

area were used to monitor the relative Zn concentration.  

 

Figure 3 - Scheme of the analyzed region on the kinetics readings 
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2.2.4 Evaluation of X-ray radiation damage 

To evaluate the tissue damage induced by the X-day beam, the leaf surface was 

irradiated using the same equipment described above. The leaf surface was irradiated by a white 

beam without primary filter using 45 kV, 100 and 900 µA. The sample was exposed to 

successive exposure shots of 120 and 240 s summing up one hour of total exposure. These 

experiments were performed using two biological replicates. 

 

2.2.4.1 Light microscopy analysis  

Portions of petioles at the irradiated point and nearby were fixed and vacuum infiltrated 

for 15 min. in a modified Karnovsky (1965) solution (2% glutaraldehyde, 2% 

paraformaldehyde, 5mM CaCl2 in 0.05 M sodium cacodylate buffer, pH 7.2) for 48 h at 4 C. 

Dehydration was conducted in increasing ethanol series, for 1h each step (30%-100%, 10% 

increase). Samples were embedded in historesin from Leica. Sections (5-μm thick) were 

obtained in a rotatory microtome (Leica RM2155, Nussloch, Germany), subsequently stained 

with 0.05% (w/v) toluidine blue and mounted with Entellan® mounting media. Pictures were 

taken with a Zeiss Axioskop 40 HBO 50 A/C (Carl Zeiss, Jena, Germany). 

 

2.2.5 Chemical speciation 

The Zn chemical environment was investigated using Zn K XANES at the XRF 

beamline of the second-generation 1.37 GeV Brazilian Synchrotron National Laboratory 

(LNLS). During three distinct beamtime campaigns we monitored in which chemical form Zn 

was absorbed and transported. At the beamline the synchrotron radiation was generated by a 

bending-magnet dipole. The radiation was selected by a Si(111) monochromator and the beam 

was focused on the sample by a KB mirror system resulting in a spot of ca. 20 x 22 µm2. The 

spectra were recorded in fluorescence mode using a 30 mm2 silicon drift detector (KETEK 

GmbH, Germany). In addition to Zn Kα region of interest (ROI), we also recorded the ROI of 

the scattered radiation. For details on the sample environment during the measurements at the 

beamline see Figure 4. The XANES spectra were recorded from living plants that, because of 

the relatively low flux provided by the beamline (108 photons s−1 mm−2) and the short exposure 

time, produced no radiation damage, scorching, or changes in successive recorded spectra. 

These results are in line with data obtained by da Cruz et al.,21 who applied a flux density of 

2.78 × 109 photons s−1 mm−2 to common bean plants. 
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The XANES measurements were recorded from two individual plants that received 

independent ZnSO4(aq) treatment. Treatments were performed dripping 0.5 μL of 2.3 g Zn L-1 

ZnSO4(aq) on the abaxial surface of a leaf and letting it dry for three hours (Figure 4 (A)). 

Measurements were recorded at several points nearby the Zn spot, 3 h after the application. 

Further XANES spectra were recorded on the petiole of three leaves treated with 0.4 mL 

of ZnSO4(aq) solution with a Zn concentration of 23 g L-1 Zn (Figure 4 (B)). Measurements were 

taken 15, 22, 35 and 59 h after treatment. Between three to five XANES spectra were merged 

to improve the signal-to-noise ratio. Spectra for various reference compounds, such as Zn-

malate, Zn-citrate, Zn-histidine, Zn-succinate and Zn-cysteine, Zn-phosphate and Zn-phytate, 

were recorded according to Han et al.22 For ZnSO4, Zn-malate and Zn-citrate the spectra were 

recorded as cellulose pressed pellets (0.2 and 1 wt % Zn) and in aqueous solutions (1 wt % Zn). 

Spectra for solids were recorded in transmission and fluorescence geometry while for liquids 

they were registered at transmission mode. The measurements of solutions were carried out 

using a cell shown in Figure 4 (D) (25.4 μm polyamide window and 1 mm optical path). The 

pH of the liquid references was pH 5 for Zn-malate, pH 5 for Zn-citrate and pH 3.5 for ZnSO4.  

The Spectra were merged, energy calibrated using a Zn foil, and then normalized using 

the Athena software within the IFEFFIT package.23  
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Figure 4 - (A) Fertilizer droplet just after the applications; (B) Spreading of the fertilizer on the soybean 

leaf; (C) Soybean plant loaded in the beamline; (D) Set up of the cell used for measurements in liquids 

samples 
 

 

 

2.3 Results and discussion 

2.3.1 Characterization of ZnO suspension and ZnSO4(aq) solution 

Table 1 presents physical-chemical characterization for the ZnO suspension and 

ZnSO4(aq) solution applied to soybean leaves. Additionally, scanning microscopy showed that 

the ZnO suspension applied on the leaf surface was a disperse population of slab-shaped 

particles, mostly within submicron size range (Figure 5). X-ray diffraction identified that the 

crystal phase was wurtzite (Figure 6 and Table 2). 
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Table 1 - Physical-chemical characterization of ZnO suspension and ZnSO4(aq) solution applied on the 

leaves of soybean 
 

Measured parameter ZnO ZnSO4(aq) 

pH† 7.0 6.1 

Hydrodynamic diameter (nm)‡ 480 ± 118 - 

Recovery of soluble Zn (wt./v. %)† 0.2 99.5 

Contact angle on leaf (o)† 142 ± 6 140 ± 2 

Drying time on leaf (min)† 60 90 

                Concentration of Zn in the probed suspension and solution:  † 2,300 mg Zn L-1; ‡ 100 mg Zn L-1.  

 

Figure 5 - Scanning Electron Microscope images of the commercial ZnO fertilizer 
 

 

 

Figure 6 - XRD pattern of the commercial ZnO tested 
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Table 2 - Crystallite size (D) in different planes for XRD data of the ZnO used in this study. The hkl 

stands for the Miller indexes 
 

Plane (hkl) D (nm) 

100 34,72 

002 24,85 

101 33,39 

 

2.3.2 Foliar absorption 

Figure 7 presents chemical images revealing the spatial distribution of Zn as function 

of time. Figure 7 (A) shows the spot of the ZnO suspension and Figure 7 (B) shows the one for 

ZnSO4(aq) solution. The areas, ca. 2.3 mm2 for the ZnO suspension and 0.8 mm2 for the ZnSO4 

solution, were mapped after 1, 12, 24 and 48 h after Zn application. No measurable changes in 

the shape of the ZnO spot were detected. Conversely, for ZnSO4, as time progressed, we 

observed spatial changes in the distribution of the droplet. 

 

Figure 7 - μ-XRF chemical images unravelling the spatial distribution of Zn as a function of time. (A) 

Droplet of submicrometer ZnO. (B) Droplet of ZnSO4. One can observe Zn flowing to the vein in the 

ZnSO4 treatment as function of time, whereas movement was not detected for submicrometer ZnO 

 

 

Figure 8 shows overlaid images of the Zn µ-XRF map and the leaf image, where ZnSO4 

was spotted and mapped. The combination of optical images and µ-XRF maps revealed Zn 

absorption and transport through the leaf vein. This phenomenon was observable only when Zn 

was applied in the form of ZnSO4(aq). In agreement to our procedure, chemical maps evidencing 

the movement of Zn in detached leaves have been previously reported.16; 17 
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Figure 8 - Overlap of the Zn µ-XRF map and the corresponding picture of mapped area 

 

 

The concentration of 2.3 g Zn L-1 is normally used in field application. However, to 

accomplish the in vivo measurements of redistribution and speciation, we had to increase this 

dose to 23 g L-1 Zn. This compromise had to be made to meet the current state of the art of the 

X-ray spectroscopy techniques employed in this study. 

Foliar nutrients can be absorbed either via stomata and ruptures of the leaf cuticle or 

through penetration of the cuticle via hydrophilic and lipophilic routes.1 Figure 9 illustrates 

these pathways and the barriers involved. In case of stomatal uptake, the size exclusion limits 

range from 3.5 to 100 nm.24; 25 In case of cuticular uptake via lipophilic pathways, the first 

obstacle is the cuticle. The cuticle is a porous layer (pore diameters ca. 0.45-4.8 nm) several 

micrometers thick. It is made of lipids, which display increasing polarity from the surface to 

the inner part of the leaf.24; 26; 27 Then, nutrients must transpose the cell wall, which is mainly 

composed of cellulose. From this point, ions can either move through the apoplast, or they can 

enter the cell and subsequently be transported via the symplastic route. 

 

Figure 9 - Scheme of a transversal view of a soybean leaf and the possible pathways of  

penetration of solutes 
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There are several physical-chemical factors known to influence foliar uptake of 

fertilizers. For example, pH, particle size, solubility, deliquescence point, surface tension and 

electric charge.16; 17; 28-30 All these parameters, to a certain extent, influenced the Zn uptake from 

ZnO suspension and ZnSO4(aq). 

The pHs for ZnO and ZnSO4 were 7.0 and 6.1, respectively. At these pH ranges, Zn 

penetration can be reduced through cuticular fixation of cations by the cuticular membrane.28; 31 

The solubility of ZnO tends to increase as the particle size decreases.21 ZnSO4(aq) was 

completely soluble, whereas the dissolved Zn fraction in the ZnO suspension was only 0.2% 

(Table 1). 

Because ZnO was suspended in water by means of a surfactant, we expected that this 

component could influence both drying time and wettability of our experiment. However, the 

measurements showed that surface tension was similar in both cases since the contact angles 

(Figure 1) were 142 ± 6o and 140 ± 2o for ZnO and ZnSO4(aq), respectively. The additive did 

not increase the drying time (Figure 10), it was found approximately 60 and 90 min for ZnO 

and ZnSO4(aq), respectively. Altogether, among all factors discussed above, the one that played 

the major role on the Zn absorption was the solubility of the Zn source. However, the transport 

of entire particles along the phloem is limited to particles smaller than 5.4 nm.32 Additionally, 

a higher mobility of Zn from a soluble source was also reported by Du et al.16 and Li et al.17 on 

tomato, citrus, and soybean. 

 

Figure 10 - Pictures of the ZnO and ZnSO4 droplets elapsed 1, 60 and 90 min of the application 

 

 

The results suggested that the uptake and transport of ZnO should occur only after its 

dissolution, either on the leaf surface, aided by the wetting agent, or in the polar regions of the 

cuticle during the inward diffusion process. The chemical images presented in Figure 7 showed 

that the movement of ZnSO4(aq) occurred within the vein towards the petiole. Therefore, one 

can infer that the absorbed Zn was moving through the phloem bundles. 
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Although no observable changes in the chemical images of the ZnO-treated plants were 

detectable, its absorption and movement cannot be discarded. If some ZnO was absorbed and 

transported, it’s concentration should be below the limit of detection, i.e. below 135 mg Zn kg-1. 

It is worth mentioning that the limit of detection could be improved at the expense of increasing 

the measurement time (see Equation 2). As we aimed to perform in vivo measurements, the 

dwell time was kept at 3 s per point. However, the results above clearly demonstrate that the 

absorption and transport of Zn from a ZnSO4 source was significantly higher than from a ZnO 

source. 

 

2.3.3 Redistribution kinetics 

After observing local, short-range Zn absorption and transport, we decided to 

investigate long-range Zn transport, via redistribution of nutrients into the phloem.33 Nutrients 

have necessarily to cross the petiole during withdrawal from leaves in order to reach other plant 

tissues. Therefore, we monitored Zn content through time in petioles, by X-ray fluorescence 

spectroscopy.  

Figure 11 (A) presents the abaxial face of the leaf that received the ZnO treatment, 

whereas Figure 11 (B) shows the monitored part of the petiole. Figure 11 (C) represents the 

concentration of Zn as function of time, expressed as Zn Kα photon counts normalized by the 

Rh Kα Compton scattering counts, for the petioles whose leaves were treated with ZnSO4(aq), 

ZnO suspension and that of a control plant. The Compton scattering intensity is directly 

proportional to the probed petiole volume. The normalization ensures that the reported XRF 

signal is proportional to the concentration of Zn, instead being dependent on total Zn amount. 

This normalization was necessary due to slight changes in the thickness of the probed regions. 

The plants were monitored for a week after they received the treatments. During this 

period, the plant roots were in contact with soil substrate and constantly irrigated. The Zn 

content in the petiole of the plants continuously increased in all treatments, probably due to the 

plant growth and consequently root to shoot Zn uptake. However, the Zn increase for the leaf 

that received ZnSO4(aq) was steeper, confirming that the foliar absorption and redistribution of 

Zn from this source was faster than that of ZnO. It is also important to mention that the ZnSO4(aq) 

scorched the leaf surface, whereas no damages were observed for ZnO treatment. 

Figure 11 also suggests that the increase of Zn content followed two regimes.  

The analysis of the curve slopes reveals that the increase for ZnSO4(aq) was steeper during the 

first 30 h, and then decreased. Conversely, this statement does not hold for the ZnO  

and control plants. Table 3 shows that after 35 h, the rates of Zn increase in the petioles, 
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expressed in terms of the slopes, were control < ZnO < ZnSO4(aq). In these measurements, the 

XRF limit of detection was 7.5 mg of Zn per kilogram of plant tissue (Equation 2).  

 

Figure 11 - XRF monitoring of the content of Zn in the petiole as a function of time. (A,B) Photographs 

showing the spread of the treatment on (A) down face of the leaf and (B) petiole. The red circle indicates 

the location of the X-ray beam. (C) Number of Zn photon counts normalized by the Compton scattering 

as a function of time. Zn contents were higher in the petioles of the leaves treated with ZnSO4(aq). The 

error bars are the standard deviations of means of three XRF measurements 

 

 

 

 

Table 3 - Analysis of the slope of Zn concentration curves on the petiole between 35 and 59 h after the 

application of the fertilizers 

 

Sample Slope (Zn counts hour-1) x 10-5 Pearson’s r 

Control 0.85 ± 0.25 0.807 

ZnO 1.07 ± 0.17 0.937 

ZnSO4 1.97 ± 0.29 0.945 

 

 Using μ-XRF, we are able to monitor short distance and redistribution of nutrients in 

living plants. This procedure leads to the conclusion that besides leaf absorption and short 

distance transport, Zn from ZnSO4(aq) was available to be redistributed to other plant organs 

since it passed through the petiole. This confirms the mobility of Zn in the phloem as previously 
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described.33 An increase in root to shoot transport might have been responsible for the higher 

Zn content found in petioles of control and ZnO treated plants. 

 

2.3.4 Evaluation of X-ray radiation damage  

One of the main concerns regarding spectroscopic chemical speciation, especially in 

biological tissues, regards the possibility of changes induced by the irradiation itself. Figure 12 

shows a series of XANES spectra recorded at the leaf blade of two control plants. Despite the 

noise, due to intrinsic low Zn concentration, we could not register any noticeable spectral 

change for a series of spectra recorded at a certain point. Ergo, these data suggest that the Zn 

chemical species did not change during the irradiation. 

 

Figure 12 - Series of XANES spectra recorded at the leaf blade of two control plants 

 

 

Other possible damage by X-ray exposure consists of tissue dehydration. Figure 13 

presents the X-ray scattering intensity recorded during the XANES shown in Figure 12. The 

intensity of the scattered X-rays did not change during the XANES measurements. On the other 

hand, Figure 14 presents the X-ray scattering recorded at the Zn Kα ROI for leaf blades 

irradiated with an X-ray beam produced by a laboratory Rh anode operating at 900 μA and 

100 μA. We observed that at higher currents (brighter beam), the scattering intensity decreased 

as function of time, until it reached stability after nearly 42 min of irradiation. Conversely, the 

beam generated at 100 μA did not influence the scattering intensity. We observed also that an 

exposure to a 900 μA X-ray beam produced a scorching damage on the irradiated area 

(Figure 14). On the other hand, we did not observe any damage at the points where the XANES 

spectra were recorded (Figure 15). 
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Figure 13 – Intensities of the X-ray scattering beams recorded during the XANES shown in Figure 12 

 

 

 

Figure 14 - X-ray bremsstrahlung scattering recorded at the Zn Kα ROI for leaf blades irradiated with 

an X-ray beam produced by a laboratory Rh anode operating at 900 μA and 100 μA 
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Figure 15 - Pictures of region where the XANES measurements were taken on the leaf blade 

 

 

 

A similar set of measurements was carried out on petioles of control plants. The data 

presented in Figure 16 did not reveal changes on the XANES spectra recorded at the petiole 

and Figure 17 did not indicate any drop on the intensity of Compton scattering. Additionally, 

Figure 18 presents pictures of the location where measurements were taken of Plant 2 with no 

observable sign of scorching. Altogether, these results suggest that no radiation damage was 

caused by X-ray beam at XRF beamline of LNLS.  

 

Figure 16 - Series of XANES spectra recorded at the petiole of two control plants 
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Figure 17 – Intensities of the X-ray scattering beams recorded during the XANES shown in Figure 16 

 

 

Figure 18 - Pictures of region where the XANES measurements were taken on the petiole 

 

 

 

Aiming at characterizing possible changes in the structure of petiole cells caused by the 

irradiation, we performed morphological analysis by light microscopy. Figure 19 presents light 

microscopy images of the irradiated and control petioles. The data indicated that irradiation did 

not affect the structure of the petiole. On the other hand, Zn-treatments showed long-distance 

cell expansion defects, in a dose dependent manner, over parenchyma cells adjacent to the 

vasculature, affecting overall parenchyma diameter (Figures 20 and 21). All treatments display 

no significant difference in the number of parenchyma cells (data not shown), correlating the 

decrease of the parenchyma diameter only to cell expansion. Similar effect produced upon Zn-

treatment were previously described by Sridhar et al.34 in root cortical cells near the vasculature 

of barley plants. 
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Figure 19 - Cross-sections of petioles at the irradiated and adjacent sections; (A-D) non irradiated and 

non Zn-treated; (E-H) irradiated but not Zn-treated; (I-L) X-ray irradiated and treated with 2.3 g Zn L-1 

ZnSO4(aq), (M-P) X-ray irradiated and treated with 23 g Zn L-1 ZnSO4(aq).  The samples were irradiated 

by a 1 mm X-ray beam for 90 s and instrument operating at 40 kV and 900 μA. Bar l = 200 µm 
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Figure 20 - Detailing of petiole parenchyma cells adjacent to stem junction. (A) Non-irradiated, non-

treated control; (B) X-ray irradiated, but non Zn-treated; (C) X-ray irradiated and treated with 2.3 g Zn 

L-1 ZnSO4(aq); (D) X-ray irradiated and treated with 23 g Zn L-1 ZnSO4(aq). Alterations on cell expansion 

and shape of parenchyma cells close the endodermis (arrows). ep: epidermis; pa: parenchyma; vs: 

vascular system. Bars: 50 µm 

 

 

 

Figure 21 - Effects of Zn-treatments on petiole diameter 
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2.3.5 Chemical speciation 

XANES was employed to uncover the evolution of Zn chemical species in the area 

surrounding the deposited ZnSO4(aq) droplet. Figure 22 (A) presents the spatial distribution of 

Zn in a ZnSO4 droplet dried for three hours. Points A to D (arrows) highlight the locations 

where XANES spectra were recorded. The red spot in the center of the image indicates the 

highest Zn concentration, which decreased towards the edges. Figure 22 (B) shows the Ca 

chemical image of this same region, featuring the presence of leaf veins. The Ca signal 

discontinuity shown in the center of the image, is due to shielding of Ca Ka photons by the Zn 

layer on the top of the leaf blade. 

Figure 22 (C) presents the XANES spectra recorded at the sites A-D indicated in 

Figure 22 (A), along with Zn-based reference compounds (Zn-malate, Zn-citrate, and ZnSO4). 

The features of the spectra presented in Figure 22 (C) suggest that Zn chemical environment 

depended on the position where it was recorded.  

 

Figure 22 - Combined synchrotron μ-XRF and XANES. μ-XRF chemical images for (A) Zn applied as 

ZnSO4(aq) on the abaxial face of a leaf and (B) Ca naturally present in the leaf. (C) XANES spectra 

registered for ZnSO4, Zn−malate, and Zn−citrate reference compounds and spectra recorded at sites 

A−D highlighted in panel A. The Zn concentration was higher in the center of the stain. The Ca map 

shows the presence of veins, and the Zn chemical environment depended on the spot location 
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Figure 23 presents overlays of the spectra recorded on the leaf blade with those of 

reference compounds. A qualitative interpretation of this data set indicates that in sites A and 

B (Figures 23 (A) and (B), respectively) Zn is in a chemical environment similar to that of Zn-

malate (i.e., coordinated by carboxyl groups). In sites C and D, the spectra are closer to that of 

ZnSO4, showing a characteristic second absorption maximum at 9680 eV, which is also present 

in the reference compound. Figure 23 (C) and (D) also shows that the spectra recorded in sites 

C and D were slightly distorted by incident beam self-absorption (IBSA). Similar results were 

previously reported by Doolette et al.,35 who observed Zn bound with citrate and phosphate the 

near where a ZnSO4 droplet was applied on wheat leaves. 

 

Figure 23 - Overlay between the spectra recorded on the leaf blade in sites A, B, C and D with those of 

reference compounds 

 

 

We also measured the Zn chemical environment in the petiole as function of time. The 

leaf received a ZnSO4(aq) treatment similar to that of Figure 11. The blue circle in Figure 24 (A) 

indicates the location of the X-ray beam. Figure 24 (B) shows the concentration of Zn in the 

spot of measurement as function of time. Figure 24 (C) presents the XANES spectra recorded 

for the reference compounds (Zn−malate and Zn− citrate). Figure 24 (D−F) presents the 
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XANES spectra recorded for three plants. For all treated plants, we observed increases in the 

signal-to-noise ratios of the XANES spectra as functions of time, which was a result of the 

increasing Zn content in the petiole. The spectra recorded for Plant 1 developed a slight shoulder 

at 9680 eV (more evident in the spectrum at 22 h), which might suggest a change of the Zn 

chemical environment. By contrast, this change was not clear in Plants 2 and 3. 

 

Figure 24 - Combined synchrotron XRF kinetics and XANES on the petiole. (A) Picture highlighting 

(blue circle) the X-ray spot. (B) Content of Zn on the petiole of a treated leaf as function of time. (C) 

XANES spectra recorded for the reference compounds (Zn−malate and Zn−citrate). (D− F) XANES 

spectra recorded for Plants 1, 2, and 3, respectively, as functions of time. The Zn coordination 

environment depended on the content of Zn present on the petiole 
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 According to the spectra shown in Figures 22 and 23, the concentration of ZnSO4 

decreased as a function of distance from the treatment spot. This is consistent with fact that the 

center of the hotspot (red area) might be primarily constituted of dried ZnSO4 deposited on the 

leaf surface. The spectra for ZnSO4 reference compounds at 1 wt % Zn presented an attenuated 

whiteline caused by incident beam self-absorption (IBSA). This was observed in the spectra 

recorded at the Zn hotpots of the leaf blade (Figure 23 (C) and (D)). 

Points A and B of the leaf blade (i.e., away from the Zn hotspot) showed spectral 

features closer to those of the Zn-malate solid reference than to those of Zn-malate in solution. 

The main difference exhibited by these two Zn-malate reference spectra regards the height of 

whiteline. However, unlike the ZnSO4 at points C and D in Figure 22 (A), in the present case, 

the reduced intensity cannot be attributed to IBSA effect. Figure 25 shows that the spectra 

recorded in solution media presented higher whitelines than the solid counterparts. This figure 

did not show any ISBA for the 0.2 wt % Zn pressed pellets measured with fluorescence 

geometry. Preliminary measurements (data not shown), in addition to those presented in 

Figure 22, reveal that pellets containing 1.0 wt % Zn are not suitable for measurements in XRF 

geometry because of IBSA. 

 

Figure 25 - XANES spectra of the Zn malate and sulphate standards, highlighting that the spectra 

recorded in solution media presented higher whiteline than the solid counterparts 

 

 

 

 Specifically, the higher signal-to-noise ratio presented by the spectra recorded at the 

point B, attributed to the higher Zn concentration, suggests that the Zn short-range movement 

did not happen as ZnSO4 chemical form. It was rather transformed to Zn bound organic 

molecules in an environment similar to that of the Zn-malate pellet. 
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It is known that anionic forms exert greater influence on Zn absorption rather than on 

transport.36 Likewise, anions and cations are absorbed in equal amounts.37 The chemical 

speciation nearby the Zn spot, combined to these latter statements from the literature, altogether 

suggest that the hydrated Zn2+ moves across the cuticular pores followed by the hydrated SO4
2- . 

To keep the electric charge neutrality, the pair might also cross the cell wall coupled. The 

separation of the Zn2+
(aq)-SO4

2-
(aq) pair might occur during the cell wall or membrane admission. 

Once Zn2+ enters the symplast or apoplast, it is coordinated by carboxyl groups of organic 

molecules.  

 In agreement to what was demonstrated by benchtop μ-XRF measurements 

(Figure 11 (C)), at the XRF synchrotron beamline we also observed that Zn migrated from the 

leaf to the petiole (Figure 24 (B)).  

The spectra recorded at the petiole of Plant 1 developed an absorption maximum at 

9864 eV as function of time. This feature was more evident at 22 h.  However, this trend was 

not clear in Plant 2. Thus, the chemical speciation at the petiole, in agreement with data for the 

leaf blade, confirmed that Zn is not transported as ZnSO4. The spectra recorded for the plants 

presented features similar to that of Zn-malate and Zn-citrate reference compounds. This fact, 

led us to conclude that Zn moves along the phloem complexed by organic groups.  

 The main differences exhibited by the XANES spectra between Zn-citrate and Zn-

malate are the higher whiteline and the presence of a shoulder at 9684 eV for Zn-citrate 

(Figure 22 in aqueous phase and Figure 25 in solid state). These features were used to estimate 

how the fraction of Zn-malate and Zn-citrate like compounds changed along the transport. The 

similarity between the XANES is consequence of their alike chemical environment. At the first 

coordination shell both are surrounded by six oxygen atoms at nearly 2.07 Å.38; 39 However, at 

second coordination shell Zn-citrate shows 3.9 carbon atoms whereas Zn-malate presents 

2.8 carbon atoms, both at ca. 2.85 Å.39 The Kf for Zn-citrate is 4.5 whereas that for Zn-malate 

is 2.8. Therefore, citrate is a stronger ligand than malate. Additionally, citrate was suggested as 

a chelate for Zn in the leaves of hyperaccumulators Thlaspi Caerulescens.38 On other hand, Zn-

malate is the main form of Zn transport through shoots of Noccaea caerulescens due to its lower 

stability.40 We recently showed that Zn is transported in a chemical form similar to Zn-malate 

in the stem of Phaseolus vulgaris.21  
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2.4 Conclusions 

Although foliar fertilization is a widespread practice that improves crop yields, the 

mechanism by which nutrients penetrate through the leaf surface and reach the vascular bundles 

remains to be fully understood.  

Among the investigated physical-chemical parameters (pH, contact angle and drying 

time) for ZnSO4 and a 480 nm ZnO dispersion, Zn solubility seemed to be most important factor 

controlling Zn uptake. In a previous study, we showed,21 in agreement with other authors,41 that 

the solubility of ZnO can be controlled by the particle size. Hence, despite the importance of 

performance additives, one of the keys to increase the uptake velocity of low solubility Zn 

sources such as ZnO or ZnCO3 remains Zn solubility.  

Two-dimension XRF maps showed that the absorption of Zn2+ from ZnSO4(aq) was 

faster than that of ZnO. Furthermore, single point XRF measurements, performed on the petiole 

of a leaflet that received the application of Zn2+
(aq), demonstrated that the transport of Zn through 

the vascular bundles was also faster consequent to ZnSO4(aq) treatment. In this context, benchtop 

XRF revealed itself a promising tool for in vivo nutrient uptake and redistribution studies. The 

limits of detection might be improved trough large area detectors or crystal analysers. 

In vivo XANES chemical speciation showed that Zn was transported preferentially 

complexed with organic molecules, such as citrate and malate, rather than as ZnSO4.  
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3 FOLIAR APPLICATION OF Zn PHOSPHITE AND Zn EDTA IN SOYBEAN (Glycine 

max (L.) Merrill): IN VIVO INVESTIGATIONS OF TRANSPORT, CHEMICAL 

SPECIATION, AND LEAF SURFACE CHANGES2 

 

Abstract  

Due to a zinc-deficient diet, about 800,000 children die each year worldwide. This aspect is 

amended by exploiting foliar fertilization, a useful alternative to improve crop yield and 

nutritional quality of food crops. The aim of this study was then to investigate the leaf uptake 

and transport of zinc by soybean (Glycine max (L) Merrill). Plant leaves were treated with Zn 

phosphite and Zn ethylenediamine tetra-acetic acid (EDTA) commercial formulations. X-ray 

spectroscopy (XRF and XANES) was exploited to trace nutrient movement in the petiolule and 

scanning electron microscopy (SEM) to evaluate the influence of leaf surface treatments. No 

radiation damage, in terms of elemental redistribution, was observed during the XRF and 

XANES measurements. As an alternative to radioisotopes, XRF allowed to detect the 

movement of Zn from both sources in the plant petiolule. Both fertilizers disintegrated leaf 

epicuticular wax crystals, yet accumulation of sediments in the vicinity of stomata was noted 

only for Zn phosphite. Absorption and redistribution of Zn were higher for plants that received 

Zn phosphite. Zinc supplied as Zn phosphite was transported in a form different from that of 

the pristine Zn phosphite, whereas Zn supplied as Zn EDTA was transported in its chelated 

form.  

 

Keywords: foliar fertilization; Glycine max; X-ray fluorescence (XRF); X-ray absorption near 

edge structure (XANES); Zn phosphite; Zn EDTA  
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3.1 Introduction  

Although being required only as a trace element, zinc is essential for plant and animal 

(including humans) nutrition. In plants, Zn is involved in several metabolic processes like 

synthesis of protein and growth hormone, metabolism of carbohydrates, and maintenance of 

the cell membrane integrity.1 However, the availability of Zn in most cultivated soils is low. A 

survey relying on approximately 38,000 soil samples from Brazilian agricultural areas revealed 

that ca. 35% of the soils were Zn deficient.2 Around the world, ca. 800,000 children under 5 

years die annually due to a Zn-deficient diet.3  

Zinc deficiency in plants can be overcome by fertilization with zinc inorganic 

compounds (oxides, carbonates, sulfates, chlorides, or nitrates), synthetic chelates (e.g., 

ethylenediamine tetra-acetic acid—EDTA), natural organic complexes, or inorganic 

complexes.4 However, the crop response is usually dependent on the Zn source5 and on the 

fertilization method, usually employing soil or foliar application.6 Once it crosses the cuticle, 

Zn reaches the foliar vascular system before being transported to the other parts of the plant. 

To this end, it should penetrate the leaf surface, for example, across the cuticle and/or through 

the stomatal cavity, and traverse the inner cells via apoplastic or symplastic pathways.7; 8 

Nevertheless, the models to explain the permeability of foliar-applied nutrients are still not 

conclusive.9  

Foliar applications increased the Zn content in wheat, rice, and soybean grains,6; 10-13 

demonstrating that foliar fertilization is a useful strategy for grain biofortification and may 

thereby increase Zn content in the diet of human population. Foliar application of Zn EDTA 

leads to an increase in Zn concentration and bioavailability in rice grains.14 In wheat, efficiency 

of this application was 1.4–1.7 times more effective relatively to ZnSO4.
15 Zn EDTA is an 

effective foliar fertilizer also for triticale, increasing the grain yield during drought stress.16 For 

chickpea, Zn EDTA increased the Zn concentration in the seeds.17 The combination of soil and 

foliar fertilization with Zn EDTA led to enhancement of the Zn content in the wheat grain, 

which was more pronounced then that related to a single application in the soil.18  

Phosphites are inorganic salts usually obtained by the reaction of cationic compounds 

and phosphorous acid, H3PO3,
19 which constitute themselves in an alternative to the widely 

used sulfates and chlorides as sources of foliar fertilizers. Despite the presence of phosphorous, 

the use of phosphites as the P source is controversial.20 Hence, phosphite salts are traded as 

fertilizers due to the presence of the cations, such as Zn2+. Besides supplying plant nutrients, 

phosphite-based compounds present also anti-fungal properties, in which the mechanism of 

control is not fully clarified.19  
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The performance of foliar fertilization may vary according to the physical-chemical 

properties of the formulation, the plant species, and the environmental conditions. The 

characteristics of the formulation such as molecular size, solubility, pH, surface tension, and 

spreading play a relevant role in the efficacy of nutrient uptake by the leaves.8 We hypothesize 

that the uptake velocity as well as the chemical form of Zn during its transportation depends on 

the Zn source. A clear understanding on the uptake and transport of nutrients by the plants is 

then fundamental for the development of highly efficient fertilizers. Hence, the aim of this work 

was therefore to investigate the transport kinetics, the effect on the leaf surface, and the 

chemical environment of Zn in soybean leaves exposed to Zn EDTA and Zn phosphite. Soybean 

(Glycine max (L.) Merrill) was chosen as a model plant species due to its economic relevance, 

and the Zn sources due to their worldwide application by rural producers. Absorption kinetics 

was monitored in vivo by using X-ray fluorescence spectroscopy (XRF), and X-ray absorption 

near edge spectroscopy (XANES) uncovered the Zn chemical environment in the treated leaves. 

Moreover, the leaf structure was characterized by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) after 

foliar application of Zn.  

 

3.2 Materials and methods  

3.2.1 Plant growth and foliar treatments  

Soybean plants were cultivated in a growth room at 27 ± 3 °C, with a relative humidity 

of 80 ± 5% and a photoperiod of 12 h under 6500 K LED lamp illumination supplying 250 μmol 

photons m-2s-1 (Figure 1 (A)). When the third trifoliate leaf started expanding, the plants were 

transferred to the sample holder shown in Figure 1 (B).  

The treatments consisted of an aqueous solution of commercial Zn phosphite (8.0 wt% 

Zn and 1.25 g mL-1 density, Agrivalle, BR) and Zn EDTA (15.0 wt% Zn, Alternativa Agrícola, 

BR) at 23 g L-1 Zn diluted in deionized water. The final pHs of the solutions were 1.5 and 5.9 

for Zn phosphite and Zn EDTA. Zn phosphite requires a pH lower than 3.0 to keep the solution 

stable. Approximately 70 μL of the solutions was spread on half part (from the middle to apex) 

of a leaflet abaxial surface, by using a brush. This volume was determined as the weight 

difference before and after the application. Immediately after application, the plants in the 

sample holder were returned to the growth room where they stayed for 3 days and then analyzed 

by XRF measurements. The plants were thereafter conditioned inside of a box with a similar 

environment and transported to the synchrotron facility.  
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3.2.2 Redistribution kinetics  

The movement of Zn was monitored in vivo by evaluating the Zn content in the petiolule 

of the treated leaflet. Measurements were performed in the petiolule, 1 mm far from the leaf 

edge, before the application and after elapsing 12, 24, 48, and 72 h of it. Aiming at to distinguish 

possible changes on the Zn concentration in the petiolule due to plant growth, a control plant 

that did not receive application was analyzed.  

The XRF spectra were registered using a benchtop X-ray fluorescence spectrometer 

(ORBIS PC, EDAX, USA). The experimental setup and the region of the petiolule probed by 

the X-ray beam are shown in Figure. S1b-d. X-ray was generated by a Rh anode operating at 

40 kV and 900 μA, the beam was shaped by a 1 mm collimator. A 25 µm thick primary Ti filter 

was employed to improve the signal-noise ratio and reduce the intensity of low energy photons. 

The X-ray fluorescence photons were detected by a 50 mm2 silicon drift detector, the dwell 

time was 90 s (three shots of 90 s each) and the dead time was smaller than 2%. The distance 

between the sample and the source was 10 mm. The ratio between Zn-Kα net counts and the 

Compton peak determine the relative Zn content. Aiming at avoiding scattering of Zn photons 

from the fertilizers during the analysis, the leaves were covered with a 1 mm thickness Pb foil 

(Figure 1 (B)). 
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Figure 1 - Experimental setup for the redistribution kinetics analysis. (A) Soybean plant inside the 

growth room at the V3 phenological stage; (B) Soybean plant after to receive one of the tested foliar 

fertilizers and assembled on the acrylic sample holder. Leaves were covered with a 1 mm thickness Pb 

foil to avoid scattering of Zn photons; (C) Soybean plant and sample holder loaded inside the EDAX 

Ametek Orbis PC µ-XRF equipment; (D) Region of the petiolule probed by the X-ray beam during 

measurements 
 

 

 

3.2.3 Scanning electron microscopy  

To evaluate the effects of Zn fertilizer deposition on the leaf surface, 20-μL droplets of 

the above described treatments were applied on the abaxial surface of the middle leaflet of the 

third youngest leaf. The fertilizers were spread by using a brush, according to ordinary 

procedures for the kinetics assays. An additional application of water was performed to 

highlight possible injuries caused by the brush scratch. The leaves were collected after 24 h of 

foliar Zn application.  

The samples were fixed in Karnovsky solutions.21 The fixed samples were washed in 

0.1 M phosphate buffer, post fixed in 1% osmium tetroxide in 0.1 M phosphate buffer  

(pH 7.2) and washed three times in deionized water. The leaves were sequentially dehydrated 

in graded water-acetone solutions (10% 1×, 30% 1×, 50% 1×, 70% 1×, 90% 1×, 100% 2×, for 

15 min each), dried up to the critical point (Horridge and Tamm, 1969), glued on aluminum 

stubs and sputtered with gold using respectively the EM CPD 300 (LEICA, Wetzlar, Germany) 
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and SCD-050 (BAL-TEC, New York, USA) facilities. The measurements were performed at 

20 kV using a JSM-IT300 (JEOL, Toquio, Japan) scanning electron microscope. 

 

3.2.4 Chemical speciation  

The Zn chemical environment during the redistribution process was in vivo evaluated 

using Zn-K XANES at the XRF beamline of the Brazilian Synchrotron National Laboratory 

(LNLS). The LNLS is a 1.37 GeV second-generation synchrotron facility. At the beamline, 

synchrotron radiation was generated by a bending-magnet dipole. The radiation was selected 

by a Si(111) monochromator and the beam was focalized on the sample by a KB mirror system 

resulting in a spot of ca. 20 x 22 µm2. The spectra were recorded in fluorescence mode using a 

30 mm2 silicon drift detector (KETEK GmbH, Germany). 

The leaves were treated following the same above-described procedure. The leaf was 

covered with a 1-mm Pb foil to avoid Zn fluorescence photons from the leaf surface (Figure 2). 

In order to prevent radiation damage in plant tissues, the measurements were taken in two 

0.1 mm distant spots of the petiolule, 2 mm far from the leaf edge and approximately 24 h after 

the application of the fertilizer (Figure 3 illustrates these measured points). Between three to 

four XANES spectra were merged to improve the signal-to-noise ratio. Aiming at assessing 

possible radiation damage, simultaneously to the XANES measurements, we also recorded the 

Ca-Kα X-ray fluorescence and the intensity of scattered radiation. 

Spectra for aqueous Zn-malate, Zn-citrate, ZnSO4 and Zn-oxalate solutions at 1 Zn wt% 

were recorded as reference compounds according to Han et al.22 The reference compounds 

measurements were performed in transmission mode using an acrylic cell assembled on a 

25.4 μm polyamide film with 1 mm optical path (Figure 2 (D)). The pH of the references was 

6.0 for Zn-malate, Zn-citrate and Zn-oxalate and 3.5 for ZnSO4. 

The spectra were merged, energy calibrated using a Zn foil and then normalized using 

the Athena software within the IFEFFIT package.23 
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Figure 2 - Experimental setup for the Zn chemical speciation analysis at the XRF beamline of the 

Brazilian Synchrotron National Laboratory (LNLS). (A) Spreading of the fertilizer solution on the half 

surface of a soybean leaf; (B) Soybean plant loaded in the beamline; (C) Region of the petiolule probed 

by the X-ray beam during measurements; (D) Acrylic cell assembled on a 25.4 μm polyamide film with 

1 mm optical path used for the reference compounds analysis  
 

 

 

Figure 3 - Scheme of the two points of the leaflet petiolule where the XANES spectra were recorded 
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3.3 Results  

3.3.1 In vivo redistribution kinetics of Zn  

Since X-rays may damage fresh or living plant tissues, the impact of irradiation on the 

analyzed petiolules was firstly investigated. To this end, the content of other detected elements 

and the intensity of Compton scattering were monitored during the determination of Zn. 

Compton scattering can be an indicator of tissue dehydration since inelastic scattering decreases 

with the water content lessening. Using the benchtop equipment, Compton scattering, and the 

signals of Ca, K, Fe, and Mn underwent only slight modifications for all the plants without any 

trend (Figures 4-6). Thus, it demonstrates that the set instrumental conditions did not cause any 

artifact and, therefore, the method was adequate for tracing Zn in living tissues.  

 

Figure 4 - XRF monitoring the intensities of Ca, K, Fe, Mn and the Compton scattering as function of 

time in the petiolule of soybean leaflet from plants whose leaves were exposed to Zn phosphite. The 

number of photon counts was normalized by the Rh photon counts 
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Figure 5 - XRF monitoring the intensities of Ca, K, Fe, Mn and the Compton scattering as function of 

time in the petiolule of soybean leaflet from plants whose leaves were exposed to Zn EDTA. The number 

of photon counts was normalized by the Rh photon counts 

 

 

Figure 6 – XRF monitoring the intensities of Ca, K, Fe, Mn and the Compton scattering as function of 

time in the petiolule of leaflet of soybean control plants. The number of photon counts was normalized 

by the Rh photon counts 
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Figure 7 shows the average content of Zn in the petiolules as a function of time based 

on three measurements. A and B represent the two biological replicates composed of three 

plants. In order to avoid interferences of the petiolule thickness on the measurements, the Zn 

content is expressed as the number of Zn-Kɑ photon counts normalized by the rhodium 

scattering counts. Absorption and redistribution of Zn were higher for plants that received Zn 

phosphite. Despite the difference of Zn intensity between the two biological replicates, which 

reflects that different individuals may differently respond, they presented a similar behavior 

regarding the treatments. For both plants treated with Zn EDTA, the Zn concentration sharply 

increased after 12 h, then decreased after 24 h, and thereafter remained almost constant for 72 h.  

 

Figure 7 – XRF monitoring the Zn concentration in the petiolule of soybean (G. max) as function of 

time. (A) and (B) represent two biological replicates with three plants each that received Zn phosphite 

and Zn EDTA treatments. The number of Zn photon counts was normalized by the Rh photon counts 

aiming to avoid interferences of the petiolule thickness on the measurements. Zinc absorption and 

redistribution were higher for Zn phosphite treatment compared to Zn EDTA. Error bars represent the 

standard deviation for three measurements  

 

 

 

3.3.2 Scanning electron microscopy analysis  

The control leaf (non-treated sample, Figure 8 (A-C)) revealed a dense and uniform 

layer of epicuticular wax crystals (EWC). Figure 8 (E-F) show that the water treatment with a 

brush was enough to remove mechanically part of the EWC. However, the application of Zn 

phosphite and Zn EDTA promoted higher EWC removals in comparison with water 

(Figure 8 (G-I) and Figure 8 (J-L)).  

The treatments disintegrated most of EWC from the leaf surface possibly due to a 

chemical effect caused by the fertilizers. It was also observed that spots of Zn phosphite 

agglomerated along the leaf surface, mainly around the stomata (Figure 8 (H) and (I)),  
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whereas for Zn EDTA treatment, no evidence of accumulation was detected (Figure 8 (L)). 

Additional micrographs recorded for other leaves submitted to the same treatments are 

presented in Figure 9. 

 

Figure 8 – SEM micrographs of the abaxial surface of soybean leaves at × 140, × 750, and × 1900 

magnification. (A-C) Control sample; (D-F) water treatment; (G-I) Zn phosphite treatment; (J-L) Zn 

EDTA treatment. The control sample revealed epidermal cells covered by a uniform layer of epicuticular 

wax crystals. The water treatment with a brush was enough to remove mechanically part of the 

epicuticular wax crystals (EWC). However, the application of Zn phosphite and Zn EDTA promoted 

higher removal of EWC than water. The phosphite crystals were observed surrounding the stomata.  

PC – phosphite crystals, S – stomata of the leaf surface, SC – scalped areas by the brush 
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Figure 9 - SEM micrographs of the abaxial surface of soybean leaves at x 140, x 750 and x 1900 

magnification. Zn-containing treatments disintegrated part of the wax crystals from the leaf surface. Zn 

phosphite accumulated around the stomata 
 

 

 

3.3.3 Chemical speciation  

Figure 10 shows the non-normalized Zn-K XANES spectra recorded for the control 

plants. Despite the poor signal-to-noise ratio associated to the very low Zn concentration, no 

photoinduced spectral changes were noted. Similarly, the non-normalized Zn-K XANES 

spectra for plants treated with Zn phosphite (Figure 11 (A)) and Zn EDTA (Figure 11 (B)) did 

not show consistent spectral changes that could be assigned to radiation damage.  

 

Figure 10 - Zn-Kα edge XANES spectra recorded for the petiolules of two control plants. Despite the 

noise, the data did not suggest spectral changes during the measurements 
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Figure 11 - Zn-Kα edge XANES spectra recorded for the petiolules of leaflets of (A) Zn phosphite and 

(B) Zn EDTA treatments. Zn chemical species was not affected by the radiation 

 

 

 

Concerning tissue dehydration, Figure 12 presents the Compton scattering intensity 

recorded during the XANES chemical speciation analysis. No significant changes were 

observed in the scattering intensities. Concomitantly, the intensity of Ca-Kα XRF (Figure 13) 

was also recorded, since Ca is one of the major constituents of plant tissues and stress signaler, 

thus a good radiation damage indicator. The data did not point out any significant signal 

variation for the Zn phosphite treated plants (Figure 13 (A)); however, a slight decrease, within 

error bar range, was noticed during the second scan in point 2 of plant 1, while in plant 2 it 

slightly increased (Figure 13 (B)).  
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Figure 12 - X-ray scattering normalized by the incident flux recorded for the petiolules of (A) Zn 

phosphite and (B) Zn EDTA treatments. The inelastic Compton scattering increases as function of the 

water content. As long as not changes were observed, we infer that dehydration did not occur during the 

XANES 

 

 

 

Figure 13 - Ca-Kα intensity normalized by the incident flux recorded for the petiolules of (A) Zn 

phosphite and (B) Zn EDTA treatments. The two plants from Zn EDTA treatment presented distinct 

behavior during the second scan in point 2 
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Figure 14 shows the stem of a soybean plant (A) prior to and after irradiation (B) by a 

ca. 30 μm focused beam during 20 min using an Rh anode operating at 45 kV and 900 μA. It is 

possible to note the scorching radiation damage caused by the X-ray beam.  

 

Figure 14 - Region of the petiolule of leaflets probed by the X-Ray beam elapsed (A) prior and (B) after 

irradiation. Figure b presents a black spot which corresponds to injury caused by the beam. Figure C 

intends to show the energy wide spectrum used to irradiate the plant. It was obtained by the recoding 

the scattered energy from a Plexiglas cube 
 

 

 

Figure 15 (A) and (B) present the XANES spectra recorded for Zn phosphite and Zn 

EDTA reference compound and for petiolules of two different plants whose leaves were treated 

with Zn phosphite. Analysis of the spectra associated to the standard compounds permits one 

to infer that Zn from Zn phosphite was transported as a compound different from that applied 

to the leaf. On the other hand, the spectra recorded for the petiolules of leaves treated with Zn 

EDTA overlapped that recorded for the pristine material. Figure 15 (C) presents the content of 

Zn in these plants in terms of XRF counts which represents the Zn concentration in the petiolule. 

The Zn content in the petiolule was higher for the Zn phosphite treatment, demonstrating the 

potential for higher absorption of Zn phosphite as compared with Zn EDTA. A similar finding 

was observed for the XRF approach (Figure 7).  
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Figure 15 - Zn-K XANES spectra recorded for petiolules of soybean after foliar application of a Zn 

phosphite and b Zn EDTA plus spectra registered for Zn phosphite and Zn EDTA reference compounds. 

Overlapping the spectra, one can observe that the Zn from Zn phosphite treatment has been transported 

as compounds different to that applied to the leaf, whereas the overlay between the spectra presented in 

b indicates that the Zn chemical environment in the petiolules and Zn EDTA reference compound were 

mostly the same. c Average XRF intensity from 9.78 to 9.84 KeV in the petiolules of these plants 

demonstrates higher concentration of Zn for Zn phosphite  
 

 

 

 

 

3.4 Discussion  

The X-ray beam may modify the spatial distribution and chemical environment of the 

target element.24 Changes in the chemical environment during in situ XANES measurements 

were reported by Smith et al.25 during the speciation of arsenic in rice roots and by 

Scheckel et al.24 in the analysis of thallium in Iberis intermedia. Differently from Zn2+, both 

arsenic and thallium form compounds in multiple oxidation states and are more susceptible to 

photoreduction or oxidation than Zn2+. The X-ray brilliance, thus the fluence on the sample, 

varies from one synchrotron beamline to another. This parameter should be then kept in mind 

during measurements in synchrotron sources. Additionally, recording a XANES spectrum 

usually subjects a certain point of the sample to longer exposure than that requested for XRF 

mapping or point analysis.26 It is important highlighting that scorching symptoms were not 

observed in the plants submitted to the XRF LNLS beamline. The X-ray flux at this beamline 
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is in the order of 108 photons s-1 mm-2 at 10 keV. Nevertheless, differently from the Rh anode 

which supplied polychromatic beam (Figure 14 (C)), the XANES measurements were 

performed under monochromatic beam, resulting in a much shorter bandwidth. This is 

especially important, in relation to low energy photons, e.g., < 4 keV, which might modify the 

biological tissues since their interaction with matter is higher than those around Zn-K edge. 

Thus, as noted for the time-resolved XRF kinetic measurements, no radiation damage under the 

conditions used to register the XANES spectra was detected.  

The Zn concentration commonly used in field applications is around 1 g Zn L-1.27 In 

order to overcome the limits of detection imposed by the in vivo XRF measurements, it was 

necessary to increase the dose to 23 g Zn L-1. High concentrations of Zn may however 

negatively influence the uptake and transport of other nutrients such as K, P, Mg, Fe, Cu, and 

Mo.28 In the present study, interference of Zn supply on the concentration of K, Ca, Mn, and 

Fe in plant petiolule was not observed, which suggests that even in higher concentrations, Zn 

was not interfering badly the metabolism of other nutrients. Under the set instrumental 

conditions, the limit of detection for Zn in the petiolule of living plants was estimated as 36 ± 

1.3 mg kg-1. The concentration of Zn in the leaves of soybean ranges from 50 to 80 mg kg-1 

reaching up to ca. 600 mg kg-1 in plants grown in Zn-contaminated soil,29 demonstrating that 

the experimental design adopted here allowed to quantitatively record the Zn concentration.  

The observed agglomeration of Zn phosphite shown by SEM regards the precipitation 

as the solution dried and the mineral became solid. The inorganic particles of Zn phosphite 

agglomerated in the stomata may release ions under the influence of air humidity, thus 

increasing the uptake of Zn via the stomata pathway. A similar behavior was observed by 

Bala et al.30 after applying ZnO nanoparticles in rice. Stomata may take up water and solutes, 

and even small particles may penetrate leaves through stomata. The mechanisms behind this 

process are still not fully understood.31-33 It is possible that the uptake occurs by diffusion 

through a liquid water film in the stomata walls, which are formed by increasing the wettability 

of the stomata pores.33; 34 Compared with the cuticular pathway, the stomatal pathway is 

characterized by higher size exclusion limits, which means that it is more accessible for larger 

molecules.33 On the other hand, since higher stomata density did not lead to higher Zn foliar 

uptake after the application of ZnSO4, Li et al.35; 36 did not consider stomata the main foliar 

uptake pathway.  

The disintegration of EWC followed the treatments with Zn phosphite and Zn EDTA 

was also in leaves exposed to abiotic stress, such as hygroscopic aerosols.34 The EWC 

disintegration during the water treatment was caused mechanically by the brush. However, the 
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EWC disintegration caused by Zn phosphite and Zn EDTA can affect more epidermal cells than 

just the brush use, and it could be the mechanism responsible for the increased uptake of Zn 

compound through leaf cuticles. Moreover, both Zn phosphite and Zn EDTA are solubilized in 

a medium with low pH, and leaf cuticles exposed to acidic solutions presented lower fixation 

of cations such as Zn.37 One can therefore conclude that the acidic condition of the Zn 

treatments may be a determinant factor associated Zn entrance trough the leaf.  

The epicuticular wax damage caused by Zn EDTA and Zn phosphite raises a concern 

on possible stress induced by foliar fertilizers. The ability of EWC to recover from stress is 

dependent on the developmental stage, and, in some cases, it does not recover.38 There is a 

compromise between Zn supplying and cuticle damage, this latter effect may bring undesirable 

consequences to plant health. From the abiotic stress standing point, the literature pointed out 

that the EWC has a minor influence in the rate of water movement across the cuticle membrane, 

in comparison with the intracuticular wax.39 Conversely, the mechanical EWC removal may 

promote a moderate increase in water permeability.39 In this context, no correlation between 

quantity of wax cuticular and epidermal water loss was noted for Zea mays.40 Regarding biotic 

stress, it has been demonstrated that adjuvants may alter the epicuticular wax of Vitis vinifera 

and increase the susceptibility to Botrytis cinerea.41 The soybean rust, caused by the fungus 

Phakopsora pachyrhizi, starts the leaf penetration by mechanical and enzymatic disruption of 

the cuticle.42 Hence, one should wonder: Could the EWC damage promoted by Zn EDTA and 

Zn phosphite increase susceptibility to P. pachyrhizi? The present study highlights those 

investigations aiming at the development of novel foliar fertilizers should address the impacts 

of foliar fertilizer applications, the possible leaf stress, and the pathogen susceptibility.  

The abaxial surface was chosen as an application site due to its presumed higher 

capacity to absorb nutrients. Preliminary XRF analysis indicated that Zn is more prone to be 

absorbed by the abaxial surface of soybean leaves than by the adaxial (data not shown here). 

Since the trichomes or stomata density seems to not affect Zn absorption,35; 36 the higher 

absorption of the abaxial surface could be related to its thinner cuticle and epidermal cell wall. 

Compared with the adaxial application, Zn concentration in tomato and citrus leaves was nearly 

2-fold higher when Zn nitrate or Zn hydroxide nitrate was applied to the abaxial leaf surface.43  

One of the reasons why Zn EDTA behaved differently as Zn phosphite might be their 

different capacities of leaf penetration. In solution, Zn phosphite dissociates, releasing Zn2+
(aq) 

and presenting lower molecular weight than Zn EDTA, at least cuticular favored by smaller 

molecular size.9 In addition, acidity might influence the uptake, and the pH values were 2.0 and 

6.2 for Zn phosphite and Zn EDTA, respectively. The more effective absorption of Zn2+ from 
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Zn phosphite compared with the Zn EDTA agrees with previous reports. In fact, zinc-amino 

acid and ZnSO4 increased the Zn concentration in rice grains more consistently when compared 

with Zn EDTA and Zn citrate.14 Another study suggested that Fe EDTA reduced the size of 

aqueous pores from the leaf epidermis, decreasing the nutrient uptake.44 In pea leaves treated 

with Zn EDTA and ZnSO4, Zn was less absorbed as chelate than inorganic salt, whereas its 

translocation within the plant was higher with Zn EDTA.45 Zn EDTA was also less mobile than 

ZnSO4 in wheat leaves.46 Chelated or organically complexed Zn was also less absorbed than 

inorganic salts, as demonstrated in a study of Peryea47 who applied foliar fertilization in apple 

trees. Since part of the foliar-applied material inevitably falls on the ground, especially for crops 

with limited leaf area, one advantage that Zn EDTA might have over Zn phosphite is its higher 

mobility in soil, which leads to increased Zn uptake by roots.48  

Our study partially agrees with Doolette et al.46 that treated wheat leaves treated with 

Zn EDTA at 1000 mg L-1 Zn, their chemical speciation indicated that Zn EDTA was the 

dominant Zn species near the application point (from 66% to 60%). Their study did not measure 

the petiolule region; in some sites in the surrounding area of the application point, they found 

also Zn bonded to phytate, cysteine, and polygalacturonate.46 In the present study, apparently 

all Zn was transported to the phloem as Zn EDTA. We employed that other four reference 

compounds were used to identify the chemical form of Zn in the petiolules from the Zn 

phosphite treatment. Figure 16 shows the XANES spectra recorded for Zn Malate (A), Zn 

sulfate (B), Zn oxalate (C), and Zn citrate (D), along with the spectra recorded for two plants 

that received Zn phosphite treatment. The features of the reference compounds spectra did not 

match with those observed for the samples. Although we the presence of these compounds were 

not found, one must keep in mind that in linear combination analysis of XAS, a fraction of Zn 

(less than 5%) would hardly be detectable, since the normalization itself can introduce errors in 

the order of 10%.  
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Figure 16 - XANES spectra recorded for petiolules of soybean leaflet of plants after foliar application 

of Zn phosphite and spectra registered for (A) Zn-Malate, (B) Zn-Sulphate, (C) Zn-Oxalate and (D) Zn-

Citrate reference compounds 
 

 

 

 

3.5 Conclusions  

The combined absorption and transport rate for Zn phosphite were faster in comparison 

with Zn EDTA. Since both treatments promoted equivalent dissolution of leaf cuticle, the 

higher absorption-transport rate for Zn phosphite might be a consequence of the higher 

diffusion coefficient of the ionic Zn2+ forms from Zn phosphite. However, the accumulation of 

crystals from Zn phosphite fertilizer in the vicinity of stomata suggests the potential uptake of 

Zn by the stomata pathway, which could have accelerated the uptake. Of course other factors, 

such as ionic charge and pH, may also play a role on the absorption and transport velocity.  

Inside the petiolule, the Zn supplied as Zn EDTA remained in its pristine form, whereas 

that from Zn phosphite was transformed and could not be identified. Hence, it is likely that Zn 

was loaded in the phloem as Zn EDTA; however, the mechanism that would allow a chelate to 

cross the cell membrane is not clear. Further studies using smaller X-ray beams in the 

nanometer range shall be performed to trace the chemical species along the Zn pathway. 

Additionally, it is still not clear in which moment, or tissue, the chelate is break down releasing 

the Zn2+ ions.  
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Finally, the present study draws the attention to the deleterious effects that foliar 

fertilizers may cause on the leaf cuticle. Hence, it would be keen to pursue the development of 

foliar fertilizers able to accomplish the task of nutrient supply while avoiding damages to leaf 

cuticle.  
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4 SOYBEAN ZN ABSORPTION AND DEVELOPMENT WITH NANOPARTICLE 

AND BEAD FERTILIZERS 

 

Abstract 

The kinetics of Zn absorption and subsequent incorporation is closely dependent on fertilizer 

efficiency. The hypothesis is that Zn fertilizers applied via nanotechnology and beads promote 

soybean development without a negative effect on plant metabolism. The aims were to monitor 

the kinetics of Zn absorption and desorption and influence on soybean Zn accumulation and 

reactive oxygen species. Experiments were settled with foliar application of Zn sulfate (ZnSO4), 

Zn sulfate + Beads, and Zn oxide nanoparticle (nano ZnO). The kinetics of Zn absorption and 

desorption, soybean Zn accumulation, and reactive oxygen species were monitored. Results 

showed that Zn absorption and desorption of Zn were accentuated with posterior stabilization. 

Zn contents in plants and leaves were similar for all Zn fertilizers. ZnSO4 + Beads presented 

the highest concentration in leaves. The malondialdeido, hydrogen peroxide, catalase, 

antioxidative enzyme superoxide dismutase, protein, guaiacol peroxidase, ascorbate 

peroxidase, and catalase were not influenced by Zn sources. The ZnSO4 + Beads presented the 

highest intensity Zn without increases on reactive oxygen species. More studies are requested 

to understand the use of beads on fertilizers and the dynamic on release nutrients. 

 

Keywords: Zn sulfate; beads; nanoparticles; Zn fertilizers; Zn oxide  

 

4.1 Introduction  

Brazil occupies a prominent position on grain production with 60.49 million hectares 

cultivated. Soybean responds for 33.89 million hectares representing 56% of the area planted.1 

Usually, a high-yield soybean field requires constant resupplying of exported micronutrients, 

such as zinc (Zn) which is carried out through foliar application or soil broadcasting, alone or 

in conjunction with NPK fertilizers.2; 3 

Zinc is essential for plant metabolism, acting in (a) photosynthetic processes, 

intervening in the breaking down of water molecule and in the activity of carbonic anhydrase, 

responsible for fixation and CO2;
4; 5 (b) nitrogen metabolism, participating in nitrate and nitrite 

reductases;6; 7 (c) hormonal regulation, influencing the synthesis of indoleacetic acid, 

responsible for cell elongation;8; 9 (d) attenuation of the oxidative degradation processes of cell 

structures.10 Oliveira et al.11 reported that the soil application of ZnSO4 increased soybean 
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productivity by approximately 12%; and Heidarian et al.12 noticed an increase of 25% soybean 

yield under foliar application.  

Generally, micronutrient fertilizers present low use-efficiency in tropical agriculture. 

According to Cunha et al.13 between 2009 and 2012, Brazilian agriculture applied 2.7-fold the 

amount of Zn exported by crops. The increase in use-efficiency of fertilizer application is 

fundamental not only from an economic standing point, but more importantly from an 

environmental one. The efficiency of Zn-based foliar fertilizers depends on source chemical 

features such as solubility and deliquescence point, crop demand, and environmental 

conditions, during the application (i.e., air humidity, temperature, and wind). The main sources 

of Zn are sulfates, chlorides, oxides, and chelates which can be applied isolated or associated 

with granular NPK fertilizers.14 In soluble sources (i.e. sulfates, chlorides, and chelates), the 

ions are readily available and subject to leaching, which can contaminate groundwater and 

watercourses.15 On the other hand, oxides slow release the ions which may end up not supplying 

the plant demand.16 

Nanotechnology and encapsulation represent alternatives to increase the use-efficiency 

of fertilizers. Nevertheless, these alternatives require studies to evaluate the kinetics of 

absorption and the subsequent incorporation in plants. The chemical and physical properties of 

fertilizer (such as, the nutrient's particle size) can affect its penetration into the leaf blade and 

consequently its absorption.14 On the other hand, the use of micronutrient formulations based 

on nanoparticles can offer a new highly effective mechanism for the suppression of crop 

diseases, based on more targeted and strategic nutrition that enhances the plant's defense 

mechanisms. To take advantage of dissolution dependency on particle size, the oxide or 

carbonate particles must be finely ground until reaching the nanoparticle scale, this can be 

achieved using different methods.17 Cruz et al.18 exposed common bean (Phaseolus vulgaris) 

roots to ZnO colloidal dispersions at 1,000 mg L-1, they reported that Zn uptake was faster for 

40 nm compared to 20 and 60 nm. Prasad et al.19 exposed peanut seeds (Arachis hypogaea) to 

1,000 mg L-1 ZnO nanoparticles, observing increase in germination, chlorophyll, and stem and 

root growth. Regarding the foliar application of ZnO (25 nm diameter), the production of peanut 

pods increased by 29% compared to the foliar application of ZnSO4.  

In the present study, encapsulation refers to the loading of plant nutrients within 

micrometric beads, which are microparticles commonly made by plastic and applied in products 

(i.e., facial scrubs, hand-cleansers, and soaps) with a low biodegrade and persistence in aquatic 

environments.20 Here, we are testing microbeads made from sodium alginate, proteins, and 

cellulose characterized as biodegradable particles.21 There is little information about the plant 
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ability of taking up nutrients from such beads. One of the few studies was reported by 

Meurer et al.22 that evaluated the uptake of Fe loaded within 933 nm microgel beads made of 

poly(allylamine) hydrochloride (PAH) and N,N′-methylene-bis(acrylamide). They showed that 

the Fe-loaded beads were able to correct iron chlorosis in cucumber leaves. Nevertheless, they 

did not compare their results against a positive control, for example a soluble Fe source.  

The preset study hypothesizes that ZnO nanoparticle and Zn2+-bead loaded can be 

absorbed by soybean leaves and promote plant development without negative effects on plant 

metabolism. Thus, the aim of the present study consisted in monitoring the kinetics of Zn 

absorption and desorption within cellulose microbeads, the kinetics of Zn foliar uptake, and the 

influence of the above-mentioned Zn sources on soybean Zn accumulation and reactive oxygen 

species. 

 

4.2 Material and methods 

4.2.1 Microbeads synthesis and characterization 

Thirty-two grams of dried microcrystalline cellulose (MCC, Sigma-aldrich) were 

diluted in 280 ml of dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO, Fisher) and left stirring for two hours. 

Subsequently, 120 ml of 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium acetate ionic liquid (Iolitec) was added 

and left stirring overnight. The cellulose microbeads were synthetized via membrane 

emulsification according to Obrien et al.21  

Aiming at removing residual of DMSO and ionic liquid, they were rinsed with deionized 

water until it got clean. To certify the cleaning process, it was measured the electrical 

conductivity of the rinsing water. When it reached the same values of pure deionized water, the 

beads were considered clean. The diameter of the wet beads was determined by dynamic light 

scattering (DLS). The DLS analysis were performed using a Masterzize equipment (Malvern, 

USA). 

To determine the Zn absorption by the beads, two grams of cleaned wet beads were 

soaked in 10 ml of ZnSO4.7H2O (Scientific Laboratory Supplies, UK) at 20 g L-1 for 10 minutes. 

Zn concentration in the solution was determined by measuring the electrical conductivity of the 

solution over time. To convert the electrical conductivity of the solution to Zn concentration, it 

was previously built an external calibration. The Zn mass within the beads was determined by 

gravimetry. The Zn-loaded beads were dried at 60 ºC until reaching constant mass. Then, 0.1 g 

of dried beads were soaked in 10 ml of deionized water to determine the desorption kinetics. 

The Zn desorption rate was determined by measuring the electrical conductivity of the 

deionized water over time. 
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4.2.2 Transport kinetics 

The kinetics of Zn transport was determined by measuring the Zn content on the petiole 

of a trefoil which received the treatments over 72 hours with five biological replicates. 

Treatments consisted of a solution of ZnSO4.7H2O (positive control), an aqueous colloidal 

dispersion of 60 nm ZnO nanoparticles (Nanophase, USA), and an aqueous suspension of 

cellulose microbeads bearing ZnSO4.  

The cellulose microbeads suspension bearing ZnSO4 was prepared by mixing 10 ml of 

ZnSO4.7H2O, concentration at 0.67 g L-1, and 2 g of the cellulose microbeads. The 60 nm ZnO 

particles, hereafter called nano ZnO, were previously characterized by Cruz et al.18 The 

treatments were applied on the abaxial face of the leaves using a Drigalski spatula (Figure 1). 

The employed concentration was 23 g L-1 of Zn and the volume spread on each trefoil was 

70 µL. Measurements were performed using a portable X-ray fluorescence spectrometer 

(Bruker, Tracer III SD). The X-ray spot was ca. 3 mm2 and generated by an Rh anode operating 

at 40 kV and 30 µA, using 12 mil Al + 1 mil Ti primary filter. X-ray fluorescence was detected 

by a silicon drift detector with a dwell of 60 s and a dead time smaller than 10%. During the 

trial, the plants were maintained in a growth room at 25º C and photoperiod of 12 h supplied 

by led lamps with a photon flux of 250 μmol m-2 s-1.  

 

Figure 1 - Design of the kinetics transport trial 

 

 

 

4.2.3 Greenhouse trial 

A greenhouse trial was settled in a randomized blocks design. The foliar treatments 

consisted of the same materials above described. In addition to the positive control, two more 

controls were employed using (i) a control that received only 10% Zn requirement supplied 

trough root; (ii) and a root application that received 100% of the Zn requirement trough root 
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supply. Each treatment and control counted on five replications. Each pot was considered as an 

experimental unit and the whole experiment summed up 40 pots.  

Soybean seeds (Glycine max L. Merril cv. 7739 (IPRO) were germinated in the organic 

substrate (Basaplant ®️, Brazil) for ten days. In the VC phenological stage, two plants were 

transferred to 2 L plastic pot containing Hoagland’s nutrient solution renewed every seven days. 

With exception of the root application treatment, plants were maintained at 10% of the regular 

Zn concentration.  

During the trial, the plants were maintained in a growth room at 25 ºC, and a photoperiod 

of 12 h supplied by led lamps with a photon flux of 250 μmol m-2 s-1. The Zn treatments were 

applied on the leaf surface at the V5, V7, and R2 phenological stages. The Zn dose was based 

on the recommendation of approximately 300 g ha-1 of Zn3 split into three applications of 

100 g ha-1 each. To calculate the Zn amount for each plant, it was considered a field population 

of 250,000 plants ha-1 (Figure 2). The Zn sources were diluted in 70 μL of distilled water and 

sprayed in the entire plant's shoot, using a CO2-pressurized sprayer, in the three applications. 

During the first two applications (V5 and V7), there were two plants per pot, while in the third 

application (R2 phenological stage), there was one plant per pot due to the harvesting of one of 

the plants. 

 

Figure 2 - Design of the greenhouse trial 

 

 

4.2.4 Determination of zinc content in leaves 

Zinc content in leaves was monitored ten days after the second foliar application, at the 

R1 phenological stage. We collected one entire plant of each pot and analyzed the new leaves 

that emerged after the second foliar application (Upper Leaves). These leaves were washed 
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twice in a HCl solution (3 v%) and taken for drying in a laboratory oven at 60 ºC. In the R6 

phenological stage, the whole plants were collected and separated into the leaves + stem + 

petioles (shoot), which were also washed twice in an HCl solution (3% vol/vol) and taken for 

drying in a laboratory oven at 60º C. The total Zn in the shoot was assessed by multiplying the 

shoot dry mass (kg) by the Zn content (mg kg-1). 

The dried leaves were ground in a ball mill (Retsch USA, MM400), till reaching 150 µm 

particle size. Then, the powders were analyzed in an energy dispersive X-ray fluorescence 

facility (Shimadzu Japan, EDX 720). The equipment was furnished with a Rh anode operating 

at 50 kV and 1,000 µA. The measurements were performed in triplicate under air with dwell 

time of 300 seconds and dead time below 10%. 

 

4.2.5 Enzymatic activity and protein determination  

The first fully expanded trifoliate leaf also was collected and stored in liquid nitrogen 

for further enzymatic analysis in the R6 phenological stage. The MDA (malondialdehyde) and 

antioxidative enzyme activity determination were performed at the first fully expanded trifoliate 

leaf of plants at the R6 phenological stage. Therefore, the leaves were collected, immediately 

stored in liquid N2, and then transferred to a -80 ºC freezer. Later, the samples were ground 

under liquid nitrogen using plastic mortars and stored at -80 ºC for further analysis.  

The lipid peroxidation (MDA) was determined according to Heath and Packer,23 using 

TCA 20 % and 0.5 % of thiobarbituric acid (TBA). The soluble protein content and activity of 

the antioxidative enzyme superoxide dismutase (SOD), guaiacol peroxidase (GPOX), ascorbate 

peroxidase (APX), and catalase (CAT) were extracted following Azevedo et al.24  

The protein content was determined with bovine serum albumin (BSA) using 

concentrations from 0.1 up to 1 mg L-1.25 The SOD activity was determined according to 

Giannopolitis and Ries26 and Cembrowska-Lech et al.27 using a solution containing  

50 mM of potassium phosphate buffer (pH 7.8), 13mM methionine, 63 mM nitroblue 

tetrazolium (NBT), 0.1 mM EDTA, and 1.3 mM riboflavin. The GPOX activity was determined 

according to Matsuno and Uritani,28 standardized in the laboratory of vegetal physiology of the 

Embrapa Temperate Climate, Brazil, with modifications, and using phosphate-citrate buffer 

(0.2 M of dibasic sodium phosphate and 0.1 M of citric acid, pH 5), 10 µL of the plant extracts, 

50 µL of 0.2% guaiacol, and 50 µL of H2O2 9.8 mM.  

The APX activity was determined according to Moldes et al.,29 with modifications. 

Solutions of plant extract, potassium phosphate buffer (at pH 7), ascorbate, EDTA, H2O2 were 

used to determination. CAT activity was determined based on Kraus et al.30 modifications 
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according to Azevedo et al.,24 using potassium phosphate buffer (pH 7.5). Glutathione reductase 

(GR) was determined in a spectrophotometry at 30ºC, using a buffer solution (potassium 

phosphate; 100 mM at pH 7,5) with 2-nitrobenzoic acid (1mM), oxidized glutathione (1 mM), 

and NADPH (0.1 mM).24 Hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) concentration was monitored according 

to Alexieva et al.,31 using trichloroacetic acid (0.1% in a 1 g 10 mL-1; w:v), potassium phosphate 

buffer (100 mM; pH 7.5) and potassium iodide (1 M) with reading in a spectrophotometer at 

390 nm. 

 

4.2.6 Microscopy analysis 

Once stomata pathway represents an important mechanism of absorption for particles,32 

the stomatal density of leaves was determined. The measurements were taken on the adaxial 

face of the second fully expanded trefoil of two soybean plants. For this analysis, the leaflets 

were placed on slides and then a drop of water was pipetted onto the leaf surface, then the 

leaflets were covered with cover slips. The samples were taken to an epifluorescence 

microscope (Zeiss Axionscope) and images were recorded using an ultraviolet filter. The 

stomatal density was determined by counting the stomata in an area of 1 mm2, two areas per 

leaflet were sampled, as shown in Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3 - Design of the stomatal density counting method 
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The deposition of the fertilizers on the leaf surface was evaluated by scanning electron 

microscopy images. Hence, 70 µL of the fertilizers were deposited on the surface of the leaflets 

at 23 g L-1 of Zn. Seventy-two hours after application, the leaves were immersed in Karnovsky 

fixative solution for 48 h. After this process, they were sequentially dehydrated by immersion 

in ethanol solutions from 10 to 90 vol% per 30 min each. Then, the samples were dehydrated 

in 100 vol% ethanol for 1 h and this step was done three times. The samples were then dried at 

their critical point (LEICA CPD 300), and then coated with gold (model Bal-tec 129 SCD 050) 

and examined with SEM (Jeol JSM IT 300). 

 

4.2.7 Data analysis 

The assumptions of normality and homogeneity of variance were evaluated by the 

Shapiro-Wilk test and the Oneillmathews test (P ≤ 0.05), respectively. Outliers identified by 

Grubbs’ test were removed when present. Data from each variable was submitted to ANOVA, 

based on the F-test. When the F-test was significant (P ≤ 0.1), the Zn sources were tested by 

the LSD-test (P ≤ 0.05).  

The data of MDA, H2O2, catalase, SOD, protein, GR, GPOX, APX, and Zn 

accumulation were subjected to multivariate exploratory analysis by hierarchical clustering, 

using a similarity matrix constructed by the Euclidean distance. The Euclidean distance among 

accesses was calculated, distinguishing between the Zn sources and exposing the group 

structure contained within in the dendrogram. The correlations between variables also were 

monitored using the Pearson correlation (P ≤ 0.05). The Zn absorption and desorption were 

compared between the first and last min, and correlated by Pearson correlation (P ≤ 0.05). 

 

4.3 Results  

4.3.1 In vitro Zn absorption and release by the cellulose microbeads  

 The zinc incorporation by the beads was fast phenomenon, the content of zinc within 

the beads steeply increased in the first minute followed by stabilization (Figure 4 (A)). The Zn 

release presented a similar trend, although it was slower than the absorption (Figure 4 (B)). 

There was a positive correlation between Zn absorption and desorption (0.89; p < 0.05), 

indicating that Zn was desorped with consecutive absorption. The wet microbeads diameter 

(Dx90) was 10 µm ± 2.5 and a specific surface area of 223.5 m² kg-1. 
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Figure 4 - (A) Zn content in the beads (Zn absorption); (B) Zn concentration on the deionized water (Zn 

desorption) on time (minutes) 

 

 

 

4.3.2 Transport kinetics 

Using the handheld X-ray fluorescence spectrometer, we monitored the content of the 

Zn in the petiole of the treated leaves as function of time. This procedure revealed the transport 

kinetics and hence the ability of the Zn source in supplying this nutrient to the plant. 

Figure 5 (A) shows that the cellulose microbeads bearing ZnSO4 (ZnSO4 + Beads) presented 

the highest intensity Zn from the 1st to the 70th hour of the experiment. This also becomes clear 

by summing up the number of counts obtained throughout the experiment. Figure 5 (B) shows 

that the total number of counts for ZnSO4 + Beads was 0.27 ± 0.08. This value was 51% higher 

than the control (Figure 5 (B)). On the other hand, the temporal and total Zn intensity measured 

for nano ZnO, ZnSO4, and control presented a general average of 0.15 ± 0.02 (Figure 5 (B)). 

 

Figure 5 - Temporal and total intensity Zn kα of fertilizers. Zn sources were tested by the LSD-test (P ≤ 

0.05), and results were represented by uppercase letters 
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Figure 6 shows that no symptoms of phytotoxicity were observed in the leaves treated 

with ZnSO4 + Beads and nano ZnO. In contrast, ZnSO4 caused chlorosis in the treated leaves, 

highlighted by the red arrows, which became evident 72 h after the application. Additional 

pictures registered during the experiment are presented in supplementary Figure 7.
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Figure 6 - The visual aspect of leaves with ZnSO4, Zn sulfate + beads, nano ZnO after 24, 48, and 72 h of application 
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Figure 7 - The visual aspect of leaves with Zn sulfate (ZnSO4), Zn sulfate + Beads, Zn oxid_Nano (ZnO_Nano) after 24, 48, and 72 h of application. R1, R2, and R3 represent 

replications 1, 2, and 3 
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4.3.3 Greenhouse trial 

Figure 8 (A) shows the concentration of Zn, at R1 stage, in the leaves that developed 

after two sprayings at V5 and V7 stage, they were called “upper leaves”. Figure 8 (B) presents 

the concentration of Zn in the hole plant at R6 stage previously treated at V5, V7 and R1 stage. 

The Zn content was similar between the Zn sources applied on leaves and roots with an average 

ranging from 24 to 32 mg kg-1. The lowest Zn content was noticed in control with an average 

of 20 mg kg-1 (Figure 8 (B)). 

In the “upper leaves”, the Zn content was higher under root application (47 mg kg-1; 

Figure 8 (B)), while there was no difference between on the below leaves (general average of 

36 mg kg-1). It means that at despite the short-term experiments showed that ZnSO4 + Beads 

readily transported Zn to other plant parts, in the long run the Zn sources performed equally. 

The treatments did not cause any difference on dry mass with an average of 23 g plant-1 (Figure 

8 (D)).  

The Zn accumulation was higher under root application, in which we observed increase 

of 42% compared to control, indicating the plant absorption and translocation were more 

efficient under application on roots (Figure 8 (E)). 

 

Figure 8 - Zn contents in the plant leaf, dry mass, and Zn accumulation in soybean with Zn sulfate, Zn 

sulfate + Beads, nano ZnO. Root application was performed with ZnSO4. Zn sources were tested by the 

LSD-test (P ≤ 0.05), and results were represented by uppercase letters. The treatment “Root Application” 

refers to the complete Hoagland solution positive control. Ns: not significant 
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4.3.4 Effects of the treatments on the oxidative metabolism 

The first fully expanded leaf at R6 stage, i.e., after the three foliar applications of Zn 

sources at V5, V7, and R2 were subject to enzymatic activity analysis. Zn fertilizers did not 

influence MDA, H2O2, catalase, SOD, and protein in soybean with an average of 75 mmol g 

of fresh weight-1, 7,024 µmol g of fresh weight-1, 651 µmol min-1 protein mg-1, 

24.3 U protein mg- 1, and 5.1 g kg-1, respectively (Figure 9 (A-E)). Note that the activity of 

glutathione reductase was higher for plants receiving zinc by root from a complete Hoagland 

solution (Figure 9 (F)). 

 

Figure 9 - Malondialdehyde (MDA), hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), catalase, antioxidative enzyme 

superoxide dismutase (SOD), and glutathione reductase (GR) enzymatic activities and protein content. 

The plants were previously treated with ZnSO4, ZnSO4+Beads, nano ZnO. Control and Root Application 

were not subjected to any foliar treatment; they were grown in 10% and 100% Hoagland solution, 

respectively. The results were evaluated by the LSD-test (P ≤ 0.05), and results were represented by 

uppercase letters. The treatment “Root Application” refers to the complete Hoagland solution positive 

control. Ns: not significant  

 

 

GPOX and APX also did not present significant difference between treatments, the 

average activity was 653 min-1 protein mg-1 and 3,027 mmol min-1 protein mg-1, respectively 

(Figure 10). There was no linear Pearson correlation between Zn accumulation and enzymatic 

activities or protein, specifically the correlations were with MDA (r: -0.27; P ≤ 0.05), H2O2 (r: 

-0.11; P ≤ 0.05), catalase (r: -0.03; P ≤ 0.05), SOD (r: -0.11; P ≤ 0.05), protein (r: -0.02; P ≤ 

0.05), and GR (r: -0.41; P ≤ 0.05). 
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Figure 10 - Guaiacol peroxidase (GPOX) and ascorbate peroxidase (APX) activities in R6 soybean 

leaves. The plants were previously treated with ZnSO4, ZnSO4+Beads, nano ZnO. Control and Root 

Application were not subjected to any foliar treatment; they were grown in 10% and 100% Hoagland 

solution, respectively. The results were evaluated by the LSD-test (P ≤ 0.05), and results were 

represented by uppercase letters 

 

In the dendrogram, there was a clear difference between the Zn sources using the data 

set. When the plant received the complete Zn feeding by roots, it was fitted in the Group 1, 

which presented higher efficiency on Zn supply different from the Group 2 (others Zn sources), 

Figure 11. That difference is associated with higher Zn contents in plant and upper leaves with 

100% of ZnSO4 (Figure 8). 

 

Figure 11 - Dendrogram with the results of Zn sulfate (ZnSO4), Zn sulfate + Beads, Nano ZnO, and 

ZnSO4 applied on roots; control, 10%_Zn is ZnSO4 
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The stomatal density on the adaxial face of the soybean leaf is approximately 

36 stomata mm-2. The SEM images demonstrated the deposition of nanoparticles and entire 

beads on the leaves surface just after the application and elapsed 72 h (Figure 12). 

 

Figure 12 - Soybean leaf surface images by Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) with magnification 

of 140x 
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4.4 Discussion 

4.4.1 Zn uptake as a function of source 

The X-ray fluorescence-assisted experiment to Zn transport in the petiole showed that 

during the first 72 hours, the ZnSO4 + Beads was more efficient in supplying Zn to plants. 

However, the long-term experiment showed that the Zn sources did not present statistical 

difference neither for Zn concentration nor for Zn content. It is important to recall that the 

concentration of Zn employed in the latter and the former were 4-fold apart. While ZnSO4 

quickly supplied Zn to leaf tissue, the dose of Zn was too high causing the toxic effects and 

making the tissue unable to continue absorbing. On the other hand, the ZnSO4 + Beads offered 

a reduced Zn supply rate, compared to the ZnSO4, but an increased one compared to nano ZnO. 

Thus, since the Zn release rate was intermediate, it ended up in being the Zn source able to 

deposit high Zn load on the surface, and effectively deliver it to the plants at the higher rates 

without any phytotoxic effects. 

Generally, the rate of Zn absorption and transport from soluble sources (ZnSO4) is 

higher than insoluble sources regardless the nutrient is taken up by roots, such as demonstrated 

by Cruz et al.,18 or leaves as shown by Gomes et al.16 who reveals that Zn solubility is the most 

important factor controlling Zn uptake. Since dependence between size the dissolution rate 

become highly evident below a certain particle size, nanoparticles are alternative forms to 

supply insoluble sources as ZnO and ZnCO3, which are considered sources with low uptake 

velocity.16; 33 The increase in fertilizer efficiency of insoluble sources as nanoparticles is well 

known in the literature,34; 35 the solubility of nano ZnO is inversely proportional to the particle 

size.16; 36 Positive effects of nano fertilizers on crop production have been presented by 

Du et al.37 and Yusefi-Tanha et al.38 However, there is a concern about the use of nano-based 

products in agriculture and possible negative effect on plant development.36; 39 An important 

mechanism of nanotoxicity regards the overproduction of reactive oxygen species.38; 40 

 

4.4.2 Oxidative metabolism  

The reactive oxygen species can be a by-product of light reaction in chloroplasts during 

photosynthesis,41 while the enzymatic antioxidant defense includes SOD, catalase, ascorbate 

peroxidase, and glutathione peroxidase.42 In the present study, Zn sources did not influence 

MDA, H2O2, catalase, SOD, GPOX and APX, and protein. These enzymes and substances in 

plants are altered when the plants have stress conditions.39 

Yusefi-Tanha et al.38 showed that higher Zn concentration (400 mg kg-1) increased the 

oxidative stress responses with the increase in H2O2, MDA, SOD, CAT, POX in soybean. In 
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contrast, Dimkpa et al.43 testing a ZnO nanoparticle rate of 500 mg Zn kg-1 in wheat, and 

Liu et al.44 testing a rate of 800 mg Zn kg soil-1 in corn  did not detect any negative effects. 

Probably, in the present study, the Zn inputs did not cause oxidative stress responses because 

the Zn rate, ie. of 300 g ha-1, was split into three applications of 100 g each. As expected, the 

applied Zn contributed to maintain adequate Zn concentration in leaves (23 mg kg-1) and plant 

accumulation (0.5 mg plant-1). It is important to highlight that all these studies were performed 

under root exposure to the Zn sources.  

Interestingly, glutathione reductase was increased by Zn with an increase of activities, 

mainly with the root application of ZnSO4. The glutathione reductase is classified as a small 

intracellular thiol molecule considered as a strong non-enzymatic antioxidant,45 which 

maintains the intracellular glutathione pool in the response to oxidative stress, functioning as 

an antioxidant that scavenges reactive oxygen species such as hydrogen peroxide and 

superoxide.46 The balance between ascorbic acid and glutathione (found at high concentrations 

in chloroplasts) is maintained by glutathione reductase and considered crucial for plant defense 

against oxidative stress.40 The increase in glutathione biosynthesis in chloroplasts can result in 

oxidative damage to cells rather than their protection.40 Generally, plants increase the 

production of reactive oxygen species in mitochondria, chloroplasts, and peroxisomes as a 

response to abiotic stress and pathogenic defense.39; 40 In the present study, there was no biotic 

or abiotic stress, except from zinc starvation in the Hoagland solution.  

The present study also shows the treatments did not affect oxidative metabolism. 

Yusefi-Tanha et al.38 testing the spherical 38, 59, and 500 nm ZnO noticed that the highest 

oxidative stress responses (H2O2 synthesis, MDA, SOD, CAT, POX) was found for 38 nm. 

While Dimkpa et al.2 showed that 18 nm spherical ZnO did not affect the plant biomass, one 

the other hand, it increased chlorophyll content, shoot height, and grain yield in winter wheat. 

 

4.5 Conclusion 

The cellulose microbeads were able to absorb up to 12% of its own wet weigh in zinc.  

In vitro experiments showed that both zinc absorption and zinc release, in water, take place 

within few minutes.  

The short-term experiments using portable X-ray fluorescence spectrometry indicate 

that the Zn transport depends on the source. The Zn transport supplied from cellulose 

microspheres (ZnSO4 + Beads), was much higher than the Zn transport supplied from the ZnSO4 

and ZnO nanoparticles sources.  
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The Zn accumulation increased Zn by 42% compared to control when Zn is supplied in 

adequate amount exclusively through roots. This indicated that the plant absorption and 

translocation were more efficient under root via. In the long-term, the treatments applied at V5 

and V7 stages neither statistically affected the biomass production nor the concentration of Zn 

in the upper leaves. Although the average Zn content in the plants that received the foliar 

treatments were slightly above the control, they were statistically the same. The reason for the 

absence of statistical significance might the high variability presented by the dataset. 

Nevertheless, since plants were grown under hydroponic media, one has to be careful in 

extrapolating the results here presented to field conditions. Under soil, root uptake efficiency is 

expected to be smaller than that observed in solution.  
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5 CONCLUSION 

 

The investigation of absorption, transport and metabolism of Zn applied on soybean 

leaves from the sources described in this study, allows us to make some conclusions. 

In vivo XRF assays demonstrated faster absorption and transport of Zn when applied as 

ZnSO4 aqueous solution compared to a ZnO commercial suspension. The major factor driving 

the Zn absorption was the higher solubility of the ZnSO4. The XANES analysis demonstrated 

that zinc was transported through plant petiole coordinated by organic acids, i.e. as Zn-malate 

and Zn-citrate. 

The combined absorption and transport rate for Zn-phosphite were faster than those of 

Zn EDTA. Both fertilizers caused dissolution of leaf cuticle and the higher absorption of Zn-

phosphite might be a consequence of the higher diffusion coefficient of zinc from this source. 

The accumulation of Zn-phosphite crystals in the proximity of leaf stomata may occasion later 

Zn uptake stomata pathway. Once in the petiolule, the Zn from Zn-phosphite was transformed 

and could not be identified while that from Zn-EDTA remained in its pristine form. 

Cellulose microbeads were able to absorb and release Zn, in water, within few minutes. 

In a short period of time the Zn transport was much higher when supplied by a mixture of 

ZnSO4 and cellulose microspheres compared to ZnO nanoparticles and pristine ZnSO4. It seems 

that the elevated dose of ZnSO4 induced toxicity to plant tissue, while the same dose supplied 

as ZnSO4+Beads did not cause collateral effects. It happened because the Zn within the beads 

was slowly released to the plant. Here it is important to highlight; the release profile of Zn from 

the beads was intermediate, between the ZnSO4 and ZnO. Thus it motivates further studies to 

tune the technology transforming it in a controlled release fertilizer. In principle, the concept 

can be extended to other micronutrients. In longer trials, Zn accumulation in plant shoot was 

higher for the root application compared to leaf application. Once again, one should consider 

that these experiments were carried out under hydronic condition, in which root uptake faces 

no barrier or difficulty as compared to soil. At long-term, none of the foliar treatments 

statistically affected the biomass production, concentration of Zn in the upper leaves, Zn 

concentration in the whole shoot, and the oxidative enzymatic metabolism. 
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The development of new nutrients sources as well as new techniques for plant analysis 

are fundamental for an environmentally friend agriculture able to deliver the necessary high 

yields. They allow the increase of nutrient employment avoiding environmental issues e.g 

leaching, volatilization and accumulation. Furthermore, they increase nutrient absorption and 

utilization by plants, which enhance their development, yield and quality. More studies are 

necessary on this context for better understanding of all the processes involved on the 

absorption, transport and metabolization of nutrients by plans. 
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